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Abstract

Recent technological advancements in computerized text and speech analysis as well as
machine learning methods have sparked a growing body of research investigating the
algorithmic recognition of a�ect from the ubiquitous digital traces of natural language
data and corresponding a�ect-linked language variations. Also, commercial interest
to leverage these new data using AI for a�ect inferences is on the rise. However, due
to the challenges associated with collecting data on subjective a�ect experience and
corresponding language samples, previous research studies and commercial products
have mostly relied on data sets from labelled text or enacted speech and, thereby,
are focused on a�ect expression. This work leverages new smartphone-based data
collection methods to collect self-reports on in-situ subjective a�ect experience and
corresponding language samples in the wild to investigate between-person di�erences
and within-person fluctuations in a�ect experience.

The present dissertation aims to achieve three goals: (1) to investigate if between-
person di�erences and within-person fluctuations in subjective a�ect experience are
associated with and predictable from cues in spoken and written natural language, (2)
to identify specific language characteristics, such as the use of specific word categories
or voice parameters, that are associated with and predictive of a�ect experience, and
(3) to analyze the influence of the context of language production on the associations
and predictions of a�ect experience from natural language.

This work is comprised of two empirical studies that analyze self-reports on
subjective a�ect experience and natural language data collected with smartphones.
Study 1 investigates predictions of between-person di�erences and within-person
fluctuations in subjective momentary a�ect experience in more than 23000 speech
samples from over 1000 participants in two data sets from Germany and the United
States. In contrast to voice acoustics, which contain limited predictive information
for a�ective arousal, state-of-the-art word embeddings yield significant above-chance
predictions for a�ective arousal and valence. Moreover, interpretable machine learning
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methods are used to identify those voice features (i.e., loudness and spectral features)
that are most predictive of a�ect experience. Finally, the work suggests that a�ect
predictions from voice cues from semi-structured free speech are superior to those
from read-out predefined sentences and that the emotional sentiment of the spoken
content has no e�ect on a�ect predictions from voice cues.

Study 2 analyzes patterns in written language data logged through smartphones’
keyboards to investigate how between-person di�erences and within-person fluctuations
in a�ect experience manifest in and are predictable from logged text data across
di�erent time frames and communication contexts. From a data set of more than 10
million typed words, features regarding typing dynamics, word use based on word
dictionaries, and emoji and emoticon use are computed. From the data, distinct
a�ect-linked language variations across communication contexts (private messaging
versus public posting) and time frames (trait, weekly, daily, momentary) are identified
(e.g., the use 1st person singular). Predictions of a�ect experience from machine
learning algorithms, however, are not significantly better than chance. Results of this
study highlight the challenges of using occurrence-counts, such as word dictionaries,
for the assessment of subjective a�ect experience.

By leveraging novel smartphone-based experience sampling and on-device language
data collection in everyday life, the present dissertation shows how characteristics of
spoken and written language are associated with and predictive of subjective a�ect
experience. Thereby, this work highlights the utility of smartphones for investigating
subjective a�ect experience in natural language in the wild, overcoming the caveats of
prior research methods. Prediction results, however, challenge the optimistic prediction
performances reported in prior works on the recognition of a�ect expression experience.
Using statistical methods from the areas of description, prediction, and explanation, the
present dissertation also reveals specific a�ect-linked language characteristics. Finally,
results underline the relevance of the context of language production on language
characteristics and corresponding a�ect predictions. The promising applications and
potential future directions of this technology come with multiple challenges with
regard to the conceptualization of a�ect, interdisciplinarity, ethics, and data privacy
and security. If these challenges can be overcome, natural language analysis based
on data collected with smartphones represents a promising tool to monitor a�ective
well-being and to advance the a�ective sciences.



Zusammenfassung

Die jüngsten technologischen Fortschritte in der computergestützten Text- und Sprach-
analyse sowie bei den Methoden des maschinellen Lernens haben eine wachsende
Anzahl an Forschungsarbeiten ermöglicht, die sich mit der algorithmischen Erkennung
von A�ekt aus den allgegenwärtigen digitalen Spuren natürlicher Sprache und den
dazugehörigen a�ektbezogenen Sprachvariationen beschäftigen. Angesichts dieser
wissenschaftlichen Fortschritte und dem Aufkommen von Sprachassistenten, Chat-
bots und anderen text- oder sprachbasierten Diensten, die große Mengen an Text-
und Sprachdaten generieren, hat die Gewinnung psychologischer Einblicke in unser
Gefühlsleben anhand von Sprache auch zunehmend kommerzielle Aufmerksamkeit auf
sich gezogen. Technologieunternehmen bieten sprachbasierte Tools zur Emotionserken-
nung an, die künstliche Intelligenz (KI) nutzen, um Erkenntnisse über Emotionen
von Mitarbeiterinnen und Kundinnen zu gewinnen. Die eingesetzten Algorithmen
können dabei bei wichtigen Entscheidungen mitwirken oder diese sogar selbst tre�en,
beispielsweise wer eingestellt wird, wer eine psychologische Behandlung erhält, oder
welches Produkt auf den Markt gebracht wird. Das Innenleben dieser kommerziell
eingesetzten Algorithmen und die Daten, auf denen sie trainiert wurden, sind jedoch
für die Nutzer in der Regel nicht transparent einsehbar und werden nur selten mit Wis-
senschaftlern geteilt, was die Untersuchung der Gültigkeit ihrer Vorhersagen erschwert.
Im verwandten Bereich der KI-basierten Emotionserkennung anhand von Gesichtsaus-
drücken zeigten wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen, dass die eingesetzten Tools häufig
ungenaue und verzerrte Ergebnisse lieferten. Dies hat dazu geführt, dass mehrere
Technologieunternehmen ihre Dienste zur Emotionserkennung aus Gesichtsausdrücken
inzwischen wieder eingestellt haben.

In der bisherigen Forschung zur A�ekterkennung aus Sprache gibt es zwei
wesentliche Herausforderungen, welche die vorhergehenden Arbeiten einschränken:
Dazu gehört die konzeptuelle Unterscheidung zwischen dem subjektiven A�ekterleben
(“Wie fühle ich mich in diesem Moment?”), welches aus wissenschaftlicher und
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praktischer Sicht von großer Relevanz ist, und dem sichtbaren A�ektausdruck
(“Welche Gefühle drücke ich wie aus?”), welcher bereits vermehrt untersucht
wurde. Dies liegt an der empirischen Herausforderung, Daten zum subjektiven
A�ekterleben und entsprechende zeitnahe Sprachproben zu sammeln. Aufgrund dieser
Herausforderungen basieren bisherige Forschungsarbeiten und kommerzielle Produkte
meist auf Datensätzen aus Text- oder Sprachdaten, die entweder von Probanden
bezüglich ihres a�ektiven Gehaltes bewertet oder von Schauspielern eingesprochen
wurden. Somit konnten bisherige Forschungsarbeiten und Produkte lediglich den
Ausdruck von A�ekt untersuchen. Um trotz der genannten Herausforderungen
das tatsächliche subjektive Erleben von A�ekt aus Text und Sprache mittels
Algorithmen erkennen zu können, benötigen Forscher ein Instrument, welches es
ihnen ermöglicht, Daten zum A�ekterleben und entsprechende zeitnahe Sprachproben,
die ein authentisches A�ekterleben in Echtzeit festhalten können, zu sammeln. Ein
solches Forschungsinstrument wurden den Wissenschaftlern mit dem technologischen
Fortschritt bei handelsüblichen Smartphones an die Hand gegeben. Damit ist es
möglich, sowohl Selbstberichte über das subjektive A�ekterleben per App (durch
die sogenannte Experience-Sampling Methode), als auch im Alltag entstehende
Sprachdaten über die Tatstatur und das eingebaute Mikrofon in großen Mengen
zu sammeln. Die vorliegende Arbeit nutzt diese neuen Smartphone-basierten
Datenerhebungsmethoden, um Selbstberichte über das subjektive A�ekterleben
und dazugehörige Sprachproben im Alltagsleben zu erheben und darauf basierend
Unterschiede zwischen Personen und Schwankungen innerhalb von Personen im
subjektivem A�ekterleben zu untersuchen.

Die vorliegende Dissertation verfolgt drei Ziele: (1) zu untersuchen, ob Unter-
schiede zwischen Personen und Fluktuationen innerhalb von Personen im subjektiven
A�ekterleben mit Merkmalen in gesprochener und geschriebener natürlicher Sprache
assoziiert und vorhersagbar sind, (2) spezifische Sprachmerkmale, wie die Verwendung
bestimmter Wörter aus Wortkategorien oder Stimmparameter, zu identifizieren, die
mit dem A�ekterleben assoziiert und vorhersagbar sind, und (3) den Einfluss des
Kontextes der Sprachproduktion auf die Assoziationen mit und den Vorhersagen von
A�ekterleben aus natürlicher Sprache zu untersuchen.

Diese Arbeit besteht aus zwei empirischen Studien, die Selbstberichte zum subjek-
tiven A�ekterleben und gesprochene sowie geschriebene natürliche Sprache, die mit
Smartphones erhoben wurden, analysieren. Studie 1 untersucht Unterschiede zwischen
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Personen sowie Schwankungen innerhalb von Personen im subjektiven momentanen
A�ekterleben in mehr als 23000 Sprachproben von über 1000 Studienteilnehmern
aus Deutschland (Studie 1.1) und den Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika (Studie 1.2).
In Studie 1.1 haben die Teilnehmer vorgegebene Sätze unterschiedlicher emotionaler
Valenz (positiv/ neutral/ negativ) in das Mikrofon ihres Smartphones eingesprochen.
Aus den extrahierten akustischen Stimmparametern wurde dann das selbstberichtete
A�ekterleben auf den Dimensionen Valenz und Aktivation durch maschinelles Lernen
vorhergesagt. Hierbei war keines der Vorhersagemodelle signifikant besser als der
Zufall, wobei die Vorhersage von Aktivation im Durchschnitt etwas genauer ausfiel.
In Studie 1.2 haben die Probanden im Rahmen der Aufnahmen frei über ihre aktuelle
Situation sowie Gedanken und Gefühle sprechen können. Aus den Sprachaufzeichnun-
gen wurden dann ebenfalls die akustischen Stimmparameter und zusätzlich modernste
sogenannte “word embeddings” aus dem gesprochenen Inhalt extrahiert.
Während die Stimmmerkmale lediglich signifikante Vorhersagen für Aktivation liefer-
ten, war der Inhalt prädiktiv für emotionale Valenz (Zufriedenheit und Traurigkeit) und
Aktivation. Diese Ergebnisse legen nahe, dass A�ektvorhersagen anhand von Stimm-
parametern aus freier Rede (siehe Studie 1.2) denen aus vorgegebenem Sprachinhalt
(siehe Studie 1.1) überlegen sind. In den trainierten Modellen zeigte der Sprach-
inhalt ebenfalls eine bessere Vorhersageleistung als die Stimmakustik der Stimme.
Die experimentellen (Studie 1.1) und explorativen (Studie 1.2) Ergebnisse deuten
außerdem darauf hin, dass der emotionale Gehalt des gesprochenen Sprachinhalts
keinen Einfluss auf die Vorhersage von A�ekterleben durch die Stimmakustik hat. Das
bedeutet, dass der Inhalt keinen Einfluss darauf hat, wie gut der A�ekt anhand von
Stimmmerkmalen vorhergesagt werden kann. Darüber hinaus wurden Methoden des
interpretierbaren maschinellen Lernens eingesetzt, um diejenigen Stimmmerkmale, in
diesem Fall Lautstärken- und Spektralmerkmale, zu identifizieren, denen die größte
Relevanz in den Vorhersagemodellen für A�ekterleben aus Stimmparametern zukommt.
Zuletzt wurden die Auswirkungen auf das algorithmische Monitoring von A�ekterleben
erörtert und Fragen zum Schutz der Rechte der Nutzer auf Privatsphäre diskutiert.

Studie 2 analysiert Sprachmuster in Textdaten, die über die Smartphone-Tastatur
aufgezeichnet wurden, um zu untersuchen, ob und inwiefern sich Unterschiede zwischen
Personen und Schwankungen innerhalb von Personen im A�ekterleben in geschriebener
Sprache über verschiedene Zeiträume und Kommunikationskontexte hinweg mani-
festieren und vorhersagbar sind. Aus einem Datensatz von mehr als 10 Millionen
getippten Wörtern von 486 Studienteilnehmern wurden Merkmale bezüglich der Tipp-
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dynamik, der Wortverwendung auf der Grundlage von Wortkategorien (z.B. positive
Emotionswörter) und der Verwendung von Emoji und Emoticon analysiert. Aus
den Daten konnten eindeutige a�ektbezogene Sprachvariationen in verschiedenen
Kommunikationskontexten (private Nachrichten gegenüber ö�entlichen Posts) und
Zeiträumen (gesamter Studienzeitraum, wöchentlich, täglich, im Moment) identifiziert
werden. So korreliert beispielsweise die Verwendung von Wörtern in der ersten Person
Singular (z.B., “ich”, “mir”) in ö�entlicher Kommunikation, wie zum Beispiel in Posts
auf sozialen Medien, deutlich stärker mit einem stabilen negativen A�ekterleben als in
privater Kommunikation, wie etwa in Chatnachrichten in WhatsApp. Die Vorhersagen
von A�ekterleben durch diese Textmerkmale mithilfe von maschinellem Lernen waren
jedoch nicht signifikant besser als der Zufall. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass Methoden,
die das Vorkommen von bestimmten Texteigenschaften zählen, wie etwa bestimmte
Wortkategorien (z.B., positive Emotionswörter), um auf das subjektive A�ekterlebnis
zu schließen, insbesondere bei kleinen Zeitfenstern limitiert sind. Schließlich unterstre-
icht diese Studie die Möglichkeiten des Einsatzes von handelsüblichen Smartphones
zur Erhebung und detaillierten Analyse von Textdaten aus dem Alltag.

Die vorliegende Dissertation zeigt auf, inwiefern Merkmale der gesprochenen und
geschriebenen Sprache mit subjektivem A�ekterleben in Verbindung stehen und dieses
vorhersagen können. Im Gegensatz zu bisherigen Forschungsarbeiten, welche Text-
oder Sprachdaten verwendeten, die von Probanden bezüglich ihres a�ektiven Gehaltes
bewertet wurden oder von Schauspielern eingesprochen wurden, beruht die vorliegende
Arbeit auf Smartphone-basierten Experience-Sampling Daten und zugehörigen Sprach-
proben. Damit gehören die beiden Studien, welche der vorliegenden Dissertation
zugrunde liegen, zu den ersten Forschungsarbeiten, die gesprochene und geschriebene
Alltagssprache mithilfe von handelsüblichen Smartphones über einen längeren Zeitraum
erheben und wissenschaftlich untersuchen. Mit dieser hier angewandten Methode
können Forscher Spuren natürlich verwendeter Sprache sammeln und analysieren.
Hierzu hatten bislang nur Technologieunternehmen, die Text- und Sprachdaten durch
Sprachassistenten verarbeiten, Zugang.
Die limitierten Vorhersagen unter Verwendung maschinellen Lernens in der vorliegen-
den Dissertation stellen die optimistischen Vorhersageleistungen früherer Forschungsar-
beiten zur automatischen A�ekterkennung, welche Sprache als aussagekräftigen In-
dikator für unser A�ekterleben ansehen, in Frage. Außerdem zeigen die vorliegenden
Ergebnisse, dass zwar die Form der Sprache, wie beispielsweise Stimmmerkmale
und Tippdynamik, wertvolle Informationen über die emotionale Aktivation enthält,
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allerdings der Inhalt der gesprochenen und geschriebenen Sprache deutlich stärkere As-
soziationen und Vorhersagen, insbesondere für die a�ektive Valenz, ermöglicht. Auch
wurden im Vergleich zu vorheriger Forschung vermehrt unter Verwendung statistischer
Methoden in den Bereichen Beschreibung, Vorhersage und Erklärung in dieser Disserta-
tion auch spezifische a�ektbezogene Sprachmerkmale (z.B., bestimmte Wortkategorien
oder Stimmparameter) analysiert. Letztlich unterstreichen die Ergebnisse dieser
Arbeit die Relevanz des Kontextes der Sprachproduktion für Sprachmerkmale und
entsprechende A�ektvorhersagen. So ist es bei gesprochener Sprache von Relevanz, ob
der Inhalt vorgegeben ist oder frei formuliert wird. Bei geschriebener Sprache hingegen
ist es wesentlich, in welchem Kommunikationskontext und über welchen Zeitraum
die Daten analysiert werden. Diese Erkenntnisse weisen auf die Notwendigkeit hin,
dass Sprachmodelle zur A�ekterkennung den Kontext berücksichtigen müssen und
entsprechend trainiert und validiert werden müssen.

Zusammenfassend kann festgehalten werden, dass die Erkennung von subjektivem
A�ekterleben aus natürlich vorkommender Sprache, die mit Smartphones gesammelt
werden kann, viel Potential und Zukunftsperspektiven sowohl für weitere Forschung
als auch kommerzielle Anwendungen bietet. Insbesondere in den Bereichen der multi-
modalen A�ekterkennung, welche auf einer Kombination von mehreren Datentypen
(z.B., Sprache und physiologische Daten) basiert, Zeitreihenanalysen und idiografis-
chen Modellen (Vorhersagemodelle für einzelne Personen) besteht noch reichlich
Entwicklungspotenzial. Um aber dieses Potenzial voll ausschöpfen zu können, müssen
zunächst die Herausforderungen einer präzisen Konzeptualisierung von A�ekt, der In-
terdisziplinarität der Forschungseinheiten, der Ethik sowie des Datenschutzes und der
Datensicherheit bewältigt werden. Wenn diese Herausforderungen überwunden werden
können, stellt die Analyse natürlicher Sprache, welche durch Smartphone erhoben wird,
ein vielversprechendes Instrument für Rückschlüsse zum subjektiven A�ekterleben
im Alltag (z.B., über das a�ektive Wohlbefinden) und für die Weiterentwicklung der
a�ektiven Wissenschaften dar.



Chapter 1

Introduction

“Language is a mirror of the mind in a deep and significant sense.” (Chomsky, 1975)

Humans use language - be it spoken or written - as the fundamental channel to
communicate with each other. For example, we share ideas, coordinate with one
another, and express how we feel through language. Thereby, language represents
a dynamic window into the human mind and our day-to-day emotional experience
(Jackson et al., 2021). When communicating with others, we are also intuitive language
analysts: We constantly and automatically monitor, process, and interpret what and
how others communicate (Scherer, 1986, 2003). Hereby, we process the plain content
of the words one speaks or writes, but also monitor, for instance, the tone of the voice
when talking to someone or read between the lines in text messages to infer emotional
meaning.

Due to the intuitive association of language and our emotional experience, thinkers
have made inferences about properties of the human mind from language for centuries.
While the early works on voice-a�ect associations in rhetoric (e.g., by Cicero) and
evolutionary biology (e.g., by Darwin) were anecdotal in nature (Darwin, 1886; May,
2001), the first half of the 20th century saw a surge in empirical evidence coming
from psychologists who used electroacoustic analysis to analyze voice characteristics
systematically (Fairbanks & Pronovost, 1939; Skinner, 1935). The study of language’s
content had also undergone an evolution during that time: Unscientific early analytical
approaches focusing on revealing the contents of people’s subconscious processes (Freud
& Strachey, 1901) were steadily replaced by more sophisticated methodologies as
more records of human language became accessible (Allport, 1942). This led to the
development of the General Inquirer (Stone, Bales, Namenwirth, & Ogilvie, 1962), a
computer system that could automatically count words from dictionaries in an input
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text file for psychological analysis.
With new technological means emerging over the course of the following decades

of the 20th century, spoken and written language records could be transmitted,
stored, and reproduced. After the turn to the 21st century, behavioral scientists
have been facing rapid technological changes: an ever-growing amount of human-
created text and speech data has become available to be analyzed through advanced
computer software and algorithms with constantly increasing computational power
(Iliev, Dehghani, & Sagi, 2015). These new methods have sparked a growing body of
research investigating language variations based on individual di�erences in peoples’
stable trait characteristics, such as age, gender, or personality, as well as fluctuating
attributes, such as their a�ective states (Eichstaedt & Weidman, 2020; Kosinski,
Stillwell, & Graepel, 2013). While confined to a niche group of psychologists in its
early days, the scientific investigation of language has evolved into a research field
spanning across disciplines, such as psychology, computer science, linguistics, and
phonetics.

In recent years, a�ect, such as short-termed emotions and longer lasting moods,
moved into researchers’ focus due to its striking explanatory power for our thinking
and behaving. In the same manner as behaviorism and cognitivism, some scientists
even call for a new era of a�ectivism (Dukes et al., 2021). In line with this growing
scientific interest in a�ect, research concerning the automated recognition of a�ect
from language has also been evolving in the last two decades (Schuller, 2018). Hereby,
researchers investigated associations of, for instance, trait a�ect (i.e., stable individual
predispositions to experience certain a�ective states) and enduring mood disorders
with language (Eichstaedt et al., 2018). Also, with more fine-grained longitudinal lan-
guage data becoming available, research on momentary a�ective states (i.e., transient
fluctuations in a�ect) and language also flourished. For instance, researchers have
predicted momentary emotions from Facebook posts (Preo�iuc-Pietro et al., 2016).
However, for this endeavor, researchers face the challenge of collecting data of mo-
mentary subjective a�ect experience and corresponding language data and, therefore,
mostly rely on actors enacting given emotions or raters labeling speech or text samples.

Given the scientific progress in a�ect recognition from language and the rise of voice
assistants, chat bots, and other text- or speech-based services, which generate vast
amounts of text and speech data, gaining psychological insights into one’s emotional
life from language has also drawn increasing commercial attention. A range of tech
companies, such as Amazon and Hume AI, are o�ering language-based emotion
recognition tools leveraging artificial intelligence (AI) (Parthasarathy, Rozgic, Sun, &
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Wang, 2019; Wiggers, 2022). These algorithms are often deployed to make important
decisions, for example who is hired for a job, who is treated how in mental health care,
or which product is launched. However, the inner workings of commercially applied
algorithms and what data they had been trained on is usually not transparent to
users and rarely shared with the research community, hindering investigations of the
validity of their predictions. In the related domain of AI-based emotion recognition
from facial expressions, scientific investigation revealed that the deployed tool can be
inaccurate and biased (Barrett, 2022; Barrett, Adolphs, Marsella, Martinez, & Pollak,
2019) leading multiple tech companies to take down their facial emotion recognition
services as a result (Hill, 2022).

The present dissertation investigates the associations of between-person di�erences
and within-person fluctuation in self-reported subjective a�ect experience with and
predictions from language characteristics from digital records of spoken and written
language collected using o�-the-shelf smartphones. The work is organized as follows:
This introductory chapter lays the foundation to establish an understanding of the
theory of a�ect, how a�ect is communicated through language, and the promises and
challenges of a�ect recognition from language. Two empirical studies are described
in detail in chapter 2 and 3. Chapter 4 finalizes the work by providing a general
discussion of findings, contributions, limitations, and implications for theory and
practice.

1.1 A�ect Theory
A�ect is the “mental counterpart of internal bodily sensations”. Thereby, “a�ect” is a
theory-neutral umbrella term that refers to anything emotional that is something’s
e�ect or internal state (Barrett & Bliss-Moreau, 2009). However, ever since Darwin’s
seminal work on emotion expression in human and animals (Darwin, 1886), there
has been much scientific debate about how to conceptualize a�ect and, consequently,
how to measure it. In the following, the two prominent theoretical frameworks of
a�ect, namely discrete emotion categories and dimensional core a�ect, that are most
prevalent in language-based a�ect research, are presented.

Categorical emotion approaches propose the existence of four to up to 22 funda-
mental emotions, for example happiness or anger (Ekman, 1992; Russell & Barrett,
1999). They are based on the hypothesis that instances of a set of basic emotions
have unique (facial) expressions and exist across cultures and, therefore, are viewed
as universal. It is assumed that unique programs of the autonomic nervous system
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(“fingerprints”) constitute to these emotion categories (Siegel et al., 2018). These
prototypical emotional categories involve complex biological processes and are assumed
to be time restricted.

On the contrary, the concept of core a�ect suggests that we always experience
some degree of elementary consciously accessible a�ective feelings (Russell & Barrett,
1999). Core a�ect can be mapped in a two-dimensional space with the dimensions
of valence (i.e., pleasure) and arousal (i.e., physical and psychological activation)
(Posner, Russell, & Peterson, 2005; Russell, 1980; Russell & Barrett, 1999). The
aforementioned discrete prototypical emotions involve core a�ect and can be mapped
onto this two-dimensional space (see Figure 1.1). The present dissertation is based on
the concept of core a�ect since it allows to cover a broad range of a�ective experience
at any given time.

Figure 1.1: Circumplex model of a�ect. Depicted are the two core
dimensions of valence and arousal along discrete emotion categories
mapped onto the circumplex. The figure has been adapted from Russell
(1999).
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Table 1.1: Delimitation of di�erent types of a�ect. Symbols (ranging
from "0" to "+++") indicate to what the degree the features are present.
Arrows indicate hypothetical ranges. This table has been adapted from
Scherer (2000).

A�ect Intensity Duration Event focus Rapidity of change Behavioral impact
Emotion ++ —> +++ + +++ +++ +++
Mood + —> ++ ++ + ++ +
Trait 0 —> + +++ 0 0 +

Moreover, it is helpful to use distinct terminology to di�erentiate between di�erent
kinds of a�ect experience. In this manner, one can contrast di�erent types of a�ect
on a number of characteristics, such as their intensity, duration, event focus, rapidity
of change, and behavioral impact (Scherer, 2000, 2003). Table 1.1 illustrates such
a delimitation of di�erent types of a�ect. Accordingly, emotions, moods, and trait
a�ect, decrease in intensity, event focus, rapidity of change, and behavioral impact
and increase in duration in the aforementioned order. In line with this, emotions, are
short-lived and directed a�ective states that fluctuate rapidly over time. In contrast,
trait a�ect is relatively stable over time and is not focused on a specific event.

1.2 A�ective Language
Since humans are unable to directly access the internal a�ective states of one another,
we have to make use of observable cues, for example facial expressions, body posture,
and language, to build our own mental model of others’ states. Historically, there
had been a lot of focus on facial expressions, but more recently, the importance of
language as an important means to communicate a�ect has moved into the research
focus.

1.2.1 Channels in Spoken and Written Language

Language has two channels: What we communicate (i.e., the content) and how we
communicate it (i.e., the form). Both channels convey valuable a�ective information
(Scherer, 1986, 2003). The following section lays out how the distinct channels of
content and form in spoken and written language as illustrated in Table 1.2 can be
scientifically analyzed.
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Table 1.2: Language channels in spoken and written language that can
be used to communicate a�ectively with corresponding examples.

Speech Text
Spoken words Voice acoustics Written words Typing dynamics

Example word use pitch, loudness word use typing speed

Spoken and Written Content

The words we write or speak transmit valuable information about our inner psycho-
logical workings (Boyd & Schwartz, 2021; Eichstaedt, Kern, et al., 2021; Kennedy,
Ashokkumar, Boyd, & Dehghani, 2021). In order to quantify language content, pre-
defined dictionaries, such as ones implemented in the Linguistic Inquiry and Word
Count (LIWC) software, are often used (Boyd, Ashokkumar, Seraj, & Pennebaker,
2022). Hereby, words fall into di�erent categories (e.g., first person singular, emotion
words, family-related words) and the share of that category in the whole text is
computed. With regard to a�ect, the use of positive (e.g., “happy”) and negative
emotion words (e.g., “sad”) is most prominently studied (Kross et al., 2019). However,
these dictionary-based approaches do not consider the context those words are used
in. Advanced natural language processing (NLP) methods, such as topic or word
embedding models, are able to capture those context e�ects (Eichstaedt, Kern, et al.,
2021; Kennedy et al., 2021). A comprehensive overview of research on the associations
of spoken language content and a�ect is provided in study 1 (see chapter 2) and on
the associations of written language content and a�ect in study 2 (chapter 3).

Voice Acoustics

The voice signal represents a curve that can be quantified through di�erent statistical
measures that represent, for example pitch, loudness, or speaking rate (Vogt, André,
& Wagner, 2008). There is software, such as OpenSMILE, available to automatically
extract these voice characteristics from a speech record (Eyben, Weninger, Gross,
& Schuller, 2013). A comprehensive overview of findings related to a�ect in voice
acoustics can be found in study 1 (see chapter 2).

Typing Dynamics

There are many ways on how to write a piece of text: Rather quickly, without using
many words, and correcting oneself multiple times or writing slowly and not correcting
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oneself at all. This kind of information is usually not visible to the communication
partner, but it can be logged though a device’s keyboard, for example from a computer
or a smartphone. For instance, typing speed has been most often found to be related
to a�ect (Ghosh, Ganguly, Mitra, & De, 2017). An exhaustive summary of findings
related to a�ect in typing dynamics is provided in study 2 (see chapter 3).

1.3 Inferring A�ect from Language
We intuitively use the channels of form and content in written and spoken language
to communicate a�ectively and gain insights into others’ emotional lives. Scientist
in the field of a�ective computing have been working on deciphering this process
to automatically infer a�ect from language (Picard, 2000). The ultimate goal is
to automatically infer how people feel by utilizing those language cues in the same
manner as a human would do, for instance, when monitoring the day-to-day a�ect
experience of people su�ering from mood disorders (Muaremi, Gravenhorst, Grünerbl,
Arnrich, & Tröster, 2014). The timely recognition of a�ect from language also holds
many promises in human-machine interaction, where the artificial agent could use the
recognized a�ective information to craft an appropriate emotional response.

Inferring a�ect from language o�ers multiple advantages over the traditional
psychological assessment via self-report questionnaires, particularly for fluctuating
a�ective states. Researchers traditionally rely on self-reports by asking people verbally
or through questionnaires to gain insights into people’s behaviors, thoughts, and
feelings. However, this comes with many caveats that can be overcome by using
language instead. First, it eliminates the general downsides of questionnaire assessment,
such as social desirability and response biases (Demetriou, Ozer, & Essau, 2015).
Second, it o�ers an unobtrusive mean to track fluctuating states, such as a�ect, over
time, which would otherwise require repeated assessment. Here, self-report methods
are particularly impractical because reporting one’s emotions can alter those emotions
and the number of self-reports that one can complete in a given time period of interest
is limited (Kassam & Mendes, 2013; Kuppens, Oravecz, & Tuerlinckx, 2010).

1.3.1 Data Collection

To associate a�ect with and infer it from language, researchers have to collect data
on a�ect and corresponding language samples. Here, scientists have two options to
gather these data: They can either collect language samples in a controlled setting in
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a laboratory, for instance by asking actors to enact a given emotion and recording
them or inducing an emotion and letting participants write a piece of text, or in the
wild (e.g., collecting language data when it is known that a person is in a specific
a�ective state).

In the Lab

In the past, scientists mostly relied on language samples that had been collected in the
lab because of the challenges associated with collecting language samples in the wild
(e.g., getting language data from the exact moment a participant experiences a specific
state in their everyday life). For example, if interested in traits, they would invite
participants to the lab who would write stream of consciousness essays (Pennebaker &
King, 1999). Alternatively, they would aim to elicit desired emotions, for instance by
giving participants a task to complete, and record their speech (Batliner et al., 2004).

Another approach, that is mainly used to collect speech data, is to hire actors who
are then instructed to enact predefined a�ective states and then create records of their
language. For instance, researchers would tell them to read out a given sentence in
di�erent emotional modalities, such as happy, angry, and sad. Alternatively, scientists
would use excerpts of emotion expressions from TV shows. Here, they would cut out
those scenes that they believe represent a specific emotion and run their analyses on
them.

While this lab approach allows to acquire data on very specific, salient, short-
termed a�ective states, it comes with multiple caveats. First, due to the e�ort of
recruiting participants or hiring actors the resulting data sets are comparably small.
Second, the focus of these works can only be on short-lived a�ective states, such as
emotions. With this approach, it is not possible to investigate lower intensity everyday
moods. Third, when using actors to enact emotions, the desired a�ective state may
not be authentically acted out as it may be driven by how the actor believes the
respective emotion should be expressed and it remains unclear if the desired a�ect
has been authentically experienced (Schuller, 2018). Fourth, replying on lab data also
limits the external validity of findings. Finally, one can only obtain one-time language
data in the lab which does not allow to investigate fluctuations in a�ect over time.

In the Wild

Alternatively, researchers use existing records of language that had been created “in
the wild”, i.e., in natural everyday settings, such as diary entries (Tov, Ng, Lin, &
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Qiu, 2013). With the advent of digital technologies, an increasing amount of digital
language footprints have become available to researchers. Especially on social media,
users produce vast amounts of textual data that can be analyzed for psychological
insights (Kosinski, Matz, Gosling, Popov, & Stillwell, 2015). By donating their data
for research, volunteers have helped create large data sets for scientific research, for
example the well-known MyPersonality Facebook data set or chat corpora from instant
messaging services (Koch, Romero, & Stachl, 2022; Verheijen & Stoop, 2016). This
naturalistic approach allows to collect participants’ language data over a period of
time in order to also investigate within-person fluctuations in language, instead of
only collecting one-time language samples analyzed in previous lab studies. Further, it
provides a higher external validity than lab-created language samples since it contains
language data from naturalistic settings.

When using naturally occurring language samples to investigate a�ect, researchers
need to obtain corresponding ground truth data, i.e., the information that is assumed
to be fundamentally true, on participants’ a�ect experience. Therefore, they have two
options: Asking participants themselves or hiring raters to assign a�ect labels to the
collected language data. For trait a�ect or mood disorders that are assumed to be
relatively stable, self-reports on the constructs of interest can be obtained before or
after the language data collection period. For fluctuating states, however, researchers
need a�ective self-reports from those exact moments the corresponding language,
such as a social media post, had been produced. Asking participants in hindsight
would yield imprecise results, since one could not accurately recall how they had felt
when posting on Facebook a few weeks or months ago. Also, it would be very labor
intensive for single participants to add self-reports to each of their posts. Therefore,
researchers often rely on raters to label collected language samples, such as social
media posts (Preo�iuc-Pietro et al., 2016). For the labeling, either research assistants
or participants from online platforms, such as mturk, are recruited. The labels of
multiple raters are then averaged out and used as the ground truth. As a consequence,
the sample size of those labelled data sets is often limited due to the labor intensity
of labeling and limited access to raters.

1.3.2 Statistical Modeling: From Associations to Predictions

The collected data on enacted, labelled, or self-reported a�ect and corresponding
spoken or written language samples are then statistically analyzed. Traditional
descriptive studies mostly utilized in-sample-associations (e.g., correlation coe�cients)
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to investigate and describe how language is related to a�ect. For example, how voice
pitch (Banse & Scherer, 1996) or the use of positive emotion words is related to a�ect
(Tov et al., 2013). This approach had been su�cient when the number of language
features is limited, and one is interested in specific linear associations.

With the collected data sets getting bigger and more dimensional (e.g., by leveraging
digital footprints) in combination with the paradigm shift in psychological research
from explanation to prediction (Yarkoni & Westfall, 2017), new predictive methods
have moved into the focus. These new methods from the area of machine learning
running on potent computational instances can handle large data sets with many
cases and features. Further, they are able to detect complex interaction e�ects as well
as non-linear associations. For example, machine learning has been used to predict
a�ect from social media posts (Eichstaedt & Weidman, 2020; Jaidka et al., 2020).
Machine learning models are often referred to as “black boxes”, however there are new
methods to gain insights from models and advance theory (Molnar, 2019; Shrestha,
He, Puranam, & von Krogh, 2021).

1.3.3 Challenges

There are two main challenges in the research field concerning language and a�ect
that are limiting prior work: First, being conceptually precise regarding the di�erence
between a�ect experience and a�ect expression. Second, the empirical challenge of
collecting data of a�ect experiences and timely corresponding language samples. After
describing these two challenges in detail, novel mobile data collections methods using
o�-the-shelf smartphones are presented and how these can help researchers overcome
the aforementioned challenges.

Conceptual: A�ect Experience versus A�ect Expression

Prior studies on a�ect recognition from language often use imprecise terminology and
di�er in the choice of emotion model and, as a consequence, make an aggregation
and comparison of findings across studies challenging. For instance, one needs to
di�erentiate if the research goal is to automatically recognize short-termed elicited
emotions or longer lasting self-reported moods. Moreover, prior research in this field
di�ers in the underlying theoretical framework: Some studies are based on the idea of
core a�ect (Eichstaedt & Weidman, 2020; Preo�iuc-Pietro et al., 2016), while others
focus on specific discrete emotions (J. Sun, Schwartz, Son, Kern, & Vazire, 2020).
Based on these theoretical decisions, the operationalization (i.e., what items are used)
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di�ers, which in turn a�ects results.
Furthermore, there is a fundamental di�erence between what a�ect we express

and what a�ect we actually experience, even though there is an overlap to a varying
degree. A�ect expression represents the emotional expressive behavior based on
our internal a�ect experience. However, “feeling is not always revealing”, i.e., one
does not necessarily express what one experiences a�ectively or might even express
something completely di�erent (Gross & John, 1997; Gross, John, & Richards, 2000).
Furthermore, the way one expresses a�ect might be perceived and interpreted di�erently.
A helpful framework to illustrate the communication of a�ect through language is
the tripartite emotion expression and perception (TEEP) model that is based on the
Brunswick Lens model (Bänziger, Hosoya, & Scherer, 2015; Brunswik, 1956; Scherer,
2003; Vinciarelli & Mohammadi, 2014). An adaption of the TEEP to a�ective states
is depicted in 1.2. In this framework, individuals express their experienced a�ective
states (or parts of them) through distal cues (e.g., use of certain words, specific voice
intonation) that can be objectively measured. During the transmission process of
this information from the sender to the observer noise might be added which alters
the information. Then, subjective proximal percepts (e.g., voice quality impressions)
initiate the impression formation, where the observer creates a perceptual judgment
of the a�ective state of the sender. Consequently, what a�ect one experiences and
how an observer judges someone’s a�ective state might be two di�erent things.

Figure 1.2: Brunswik lens model for the communication of a�ect experi-
ence through language

This important conceptual distinction between a�ect experience (i.e., what one
truly experiences), a�ect expression (i.e., how one expresses), and how an observer
perceives someone’s a�ective state has consequences for the implications of research
and deployed commercial algorithms trained on data from actors and raters: Those
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works have been focused on the automated recognition of a�ect expression instead of
a�ect experience. Specifically, when actors are prompted to enact specific emotions
and their distal cues (e.g., voice loudness) are recorded in order to train algorithms,
it remains unclear if the actor truly experienced the target emotion. Further, how
the target emotion is enacted is dependent on the mental model of the actor of how
that specific emotion should be expressed. The desired state may not be authentically
acted out and it may be driven by how the actor believes the respective emotion
should be expressed (Schuller, 2018). Further, actors might not truly feel the targeted
emotion and overact (Wilting, Krahmer, & Swerts, 2006). Similarly, when using
raters to label others’ a�ective expression, for example, speech samples or social
media posts, there is an ambiguity of ground truth due to the subjective nature of
labeling because raters tend to disagree to some extent as to what the a�ective state
should be expressed in the language of others (Schuller, 2018). Therefore, these labels
represent perception processes (perceived a�ect) rather than production processes
(felt a�ect) (Schuller, Batliner, Steidl, & Seppi, 2011). Further, it remains unclear
what the speaker or the author of a post experienced a�ectively when producing that
piece of language since raters base their judgment on the proximal cues related to
people’s a�ect expression. Also, specifically for social media language, people might
manage their self-image on social media leading to inaccurate labeling (Bazarova &
Choi, 2014). Consequently, research that uses actors or raters is concerned with a�ect
expression. Even though many of these studies are summarized under the term of
Automatic A�ect Recognition that targets the inference of a�ect experience using
machine detectable distal cues, what they actually investigate is Automatic A�ect
Perception (algorithmically inferring a�ect expressions an observer attributes to a
given individual from proximal cues). However, it is the subjective a�ect experience -
what a�ect a person is truly experiencing in a particular moment - with its challenges
in assessment (see chapter 4) that is of high relevance for research and applied science.
Models trained on expressed a�ect contain some information for the recognition of
a�ect experience as a�ect expression and experience overlap to a varying degree
(Kross et al., 2019), but it remains unclear if findings are truly generalizable. For the
application of those algorithms, such as in mental health care, it would be important
to have accurate models for the recognition of subjective a�ect experience.

Empirical: Timely Pairings of A�ect Experience and Language Data

In order to investigate a�ective language, researchers need relevant data. For stable
trait a�ect or a�ective disorders, such as depression, participants’ language is usually
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aggregated across a given time period and then associated with self-reports. Past
research has, for instance, followed this approach and predicted self-reported depression
scores from social media text (Eichstaedt et al., 2018). However, if the goal is to
investigate the language of fluctuating a�ective states, one needs data on the a�ective
state just from that moment the person has produced a text or speech sample. Since
one cannot ask people in hindsight what their a�ective state was at a given point in
time, raters are often used to label those samples, like social media posts (Eichstaedt
& Weidman, 2020; Preo�iuc-Pietro et al., 2016). As a consequence, through this
labeling approach, researchers obtain data on a�ect expression, but not on what a�ect
people actually experienced during language production (see previous section on the
conceptual di�erence of a�ect experience and a�ect expression). Moreover, specifically
for social media data, there are often gaps in the data steam when users do not post
for a while, leaving scientists blind for that time period, even though not posting
might be an important indicator for one’s emotional condition itself.

The Promises of Mobile Data Collection

In order to overcome these challenges, researchers need a tool that allows them to
collect in-situ records of self-reported a�ect experience and corresponding language
samples. Recent technological progress, particularly in smartphones, has equipped
researchers with new research tools to collect both, in-situ self-reports on subjective
a�ect experience and corresponding language data in large quantities, in the wild.

The Electronically Activated Recorder (EAR) (Mehl, 2017; Mehl, Pennebaker,
Crow, Dabbs, & Price, 2001) is a small recording device that is attached to one’s
clothing and takes audio records of participants’ everyday lives in predefined intervals.
After retrieving the files from the EAR, the records can be analyzed with regard to
language form and content. For textual analysis, the records must be transcribed first,
either manually or using a transcription algorithm. The EAR has the advantage, that
records might also contain valuable information about the environments participants
spent time in (e.g., sitting in a cafe). Further, it allows to collect longitudinal data to
study not just between-person di�erences but also within-person fluctuations. Multiple
studies have used the EAR to collect speech samples to associate them with a�ect
experience (J. Sun et al., 2020; Weidman et al., 2020). However, using the EAR
comes with privacy challenges because other people might be recorded without their
knowledge and consent. Plus, managing the device distribution and transcribing
the recorders is laborious. Finally, the records can contain much noise and little
speech even though the EAR could be set in a way that it only records human speech
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(Lazarevic, Bjekic, Zivanovic, & Knezevic, 2020).
Another emerging mean to collect language data is to use o�-the-shelf smartphones.

Here, recent advancements in leveraging mobile sensing technology, i.e., the built in
sensors and logs, have been used to create records of everyday behaviors (Ferreira,
Kostakos, & Dey, 2015; Harari et al., 2016). In order to collect spoken language,
participants are usually asked to make an intended record of their voice using the
smartphone’s microphone (Marrero, Gosling, Pennebaker, & Harari, 2022; Petrizzo
& Popolo, 2021). Another option is to eavesdrop on calls or randomly turn on the
smartphone’s microphone, but this approach comes with serious privacy challenges
(Faurholt-Jepsen et al., 2016; Muaremi et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014). In order to
collect written language, either a special keyboard is used to capture what participants
had typed into their phone (Bemmann & Buschek, 2020; Buschek, Bisinger, & Alt,
2018) or screenshots are taken regularly (Brinberg et al., 2021). Recent studies have
leveraged these tools to collect language data and associate them with a�ect (Carlier et
al., 2022; Tony Liu et al., 2021). These language footprints can also be combined with
other mobile sensing data (e.g., app use, GPS data) that can also provide valuable
insights into the contexts when language had been produced.

O�-the-shelf smartphones also represent a useful platform to collect self-reports
on participants’ momentary a�ective states in an ecologically valid way over a period
of time by using the Experience Sampling Method (ESM) (Bolger & Laurenceau,
2013; Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 2014). ESM is a method to collect participants’
self-reports on their activities, emotions, and other situational variables. It is seen as
the gold standard for collecting data on in-vivo experiences (Conner, Tennen, Fleeson,
& Barrett, 2009). Hereby, participants are asked multiple times per day to respond
to a short questionnaire on how they feel. Smartphones represent a fruitful medium
to administer ESM assessments (Van Berkel, Ferreira, & Kostakos, 2017). Thereby,
information on one’s a�ect experience can be collected in situ during normal everyday
life. Multiple recent studies have used the ESM on mobile devices to collect data on
momentary a�ect experience and associate it with corresponding spoken or written
language data (Kross et al., 2019; J. Sun et al., 2020; Weidman et al., 2020).

1.4 The Present Dissertation
Digital traces of natural language data have become ubiquitous. As a results, scientific
and commercial interest to leverage these new data to infer peoples’ a�ect is on the rise.
Due to the challenges associated with collecting data on subjective a�ect experience and
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corresponding language samples, previous research studies and commercial products
have mostly relied on actors or labelled data, and, thereby, are focused on a�ect
expression. The present dissertation leverages new smartphone-based data collection
methods to collect self-reports on in-situ subjective a�ect experience and corresponding
language samples in the wild to investigate between-person di�erences and within-
person fluctuations in a�ect experience. In doing so, the present work aims to achieve
the following three research goals.

1.4.1 Research Goals

First, the present dissertation investigates if between-person di�erences and within-
person fluctuations in subjective a�ect experience are associated with and predictable
from cues in spoken and written natural language. Therefore, traditional descriptive
statistical methods (e.g., correlation analyses) and state-of-the-art predictive machine
learning algorithms are employed.

The second goal is to identify specific language characteristics, such as the use of
specific word categories or voice parameters, that are associated with and predictive
for between-person di�erences and within-person fluctuations in a�ect experience.
Again, descriptive statistics (e.g., correlation coe�cients) and tools from the field of
interpretable machine learning (e.g., feature importance) are combined.

Third, the present dissertation analyzes the influence of the context of language
production on the associations with and predictions of a�ect experience from natural
language. Specifically, for spoken language, the impact of the degree of freedom of the
content being spoken about (predefined sentences to read aloud versus prompted free
speech) and the emotional sentiment of the content on a�ect recognition from speech
are analyzed. With regard to written language, the influence of the time window (trait,
weekly, daily, momentary) language has been aggregated on and the communication
channel (private messaging versus public posting) on a�ect recognition is investigated.

1.4.2 Overview of the Studies

This dissertation is comprised of two empirical studies that contribute to the afore-
mentioned three research goals. Both studies couple self-reports on subjective a�ect
experience with natural language data collected with smartphones and draw on data
collected in a representative smartphone sensing panel study conducted in 2020 in
Germany (Schoedel & Oldemeier, 2020).
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Study 1 investigates between-person di�erences and within-person fluctuations
in subjective momentary a�ect experience in over 23000 speech samples collected
with smartphones in two data sets from Germany and the United States. In the
predictive models using machine learning, the predictive power of voice acoustics
and state-of-the-art word embedding in the prediction of momentary subjective a�ect
experience is considered separately and combined. Also, those voice features that
are most strongly associated with and predictive of a�ect experience are identified
using descriptive measures and interpretable machine learning methods. Further, the
influence of having participants read out aloud predefined sentences or letting them
talk freely about their current situation and feelings on a�ect predictions is analyzed.
Finally, the e�ect of the emotional sentiment of the spoken content on a�ect prediction
from voice cues is investigated.

In Study 2, patterns in written language data logged through smartphones’ key-
boards are used to investigate how between-person di�erences and within-person
fluctuations in a�ect experience manifest in and are predictable from logged text data
across di�erent time frames (trait, weekly, daily, momentary) and communication
contexts (private messaging versus public posting). From the keyboard logs, general
typing characteristics, language use captured with di�erent (sentiment) dictionaries,
and metrics on emoji and emoticon use are extracted for descriptive and predictive
analyses. Finally, those text features that are most strongly associated with a�ect
experience in varying contexts are identified.

The research conducted as part of this dissertation adheres to open science principles
(Kathawalla, Silverstein, & Syed, 2021). Both studies had been pre-registered before
analyzing the data and the relevant study materials (e.g., aggregated data sets, code
scripts) will be made available openly on the Open Science Framework (OSF) once
they are accepted for publication.



Chapter 2

A�ect Experience in Speech

2.1 Abstract
Advances in the area of artificial intelligence (AI) and the ubiquity of speech data, for
example coming from voice assistants, have created numerous commercial products
that claim to be able to automatically recognize emotions from human speech. However,
the employed algorithms have often been trained solely on enacted or labelled speech
samples from artificial lab settings representing a�ect expression and are used to
infer everyday subjective a�ect experience. In the present study, we investigate if
machine learning algorithms can truly recognize subjective a�ect experience from
speech samples collected in the wild. In two studies, we extract acoustic voice
parameters and state-of-the-art word embeddings from 23632 speech samples with
corresponding experience-sampled self-reports on momentary a�ect experience from
1066 participants collected using o�-the-shelf smartphones. While voice acoustics
provide limited predictive information of a�ective arousal, speech content is predictive
of arousal as well as valence (sadness and contentedness). Further, experimental and
explorative findings suggest that emotional speech content does not a�ect predictions
from voice acoustics (i.e., what someone talks about does not a�ect how well emotions
can be predicted from voice cues alone). We discuss implications for the algorithmic
monitoring of a�ect experience from speech in everyday life.
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2.2 Introduction
Research findings on the algorithmic recognition of a�ective states (e.g., emotions)
and related a�ective disorders from speech o�er promising applications, for instance in
health care, human-machine interaction, education, and marketing (Hildebrand et al.,
2020; Milling, Pokorny, Bartl-Pokorny, & Schuller, 2022). The advances in algorithmic
a�ect recognition from speech leveraging AI and the ubiquity of available speech data
due to the rise of voice assistants, for example Amazon’s Alexa and Apple’s Siri,
have created an increasing commercial interest in the field. Here, tech companies
aim to leverage speech data to, for instance, recognize what momentary a�ect their
customers experience in order to develop personalized user interfaces or make product
recommendations (Knight, 2016; Mandell, 2020; Vlahos, 2019). Most of the prediction
models used in research and in the corresponding commercial tools are trained on
enacted or labelled speech samples from artificial lab settings that represent emotion
expressions. However, those algorithms are often deployed to detect people’s subjective
a�ect experience in everyday life. Further, many of the commercial algorithms are
not transparent with regard to how well their predictions work and how (biased)
predictions are being made. These issues raise questions regarding the promises of
emotion-detecting speech technology and the protection of user privacy in setting
where speech data can be analyzed, for example, when using voice assistants. The
present work investigates the algorithmic recognition of between-person di�erences
and within-person fluctuations in subjective self-reported momentary a�ect experience
from speech samples collected with smartphones.

2.2.1 Predicting A�ect from Speech

Researchers have successfully predicted a�ective states from a range of speech data,
such as labelled TV clips (Grimm, Kroschel, & Narayanan, 2008), phone calls, and
enacted speech samples from the lab (Bänziger, Mortillaro, & Scherer, 2012; Burkhardt,
Paeschke, Rolfes, Sendlmeier, & Weiss, 2005; Schuller, 2018; Vogt et al., 2008). They
report on impressive prediction performances for the automatic recognition of emotions
(i.e., correlations between true scores and predicted scores of up to .81 for arousal and
.68 for valence predictions) (Weninger, Eyben, Schuller, Mortillaro, & Scherer, 2013).
However, one has to keep in mind that in those works the enacted target emotion or
the rater labels serve as ground truth. Thereby, these works predict a�ect expression,
which is considered easier to algorithmically recognize than real-life experienced a�ect
(Vogt et al., 2008). Moreover, the prediction performance varies greatly across studies
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due to a varying choice of emotion targets (i.e., discrete emotion versus core a�ect),
conceptualizations of a�ect (e.g., short-termed elicited emotions versus moods), and
employed algorithms (e.g., supervised versus unsupervised machine learning).

Also, these prior studies on algorithmic a�ect recognition often o�er no insights
into how predictions in their “black box” models were being made. For instance,
it frequently remains unclear which specific speech characteristics are particularly
predictive of a given a�ective state. Prior descriptive research reported on associations
of specific acoustic features and a�ective states. For example, voice pitch and intensity
were found to be associated with a�ective arousal (Vogt et al., 2008; Weninger et
al., 2013). Two recent studies provide a remarkable non-technical summary of voice
features (Hildebrand et al., 2020) and a comprehensive overview of associations of
word use with a�ect in spoken language (J. Sun et al., 2020). Recent developments
in the area of interpretable machine learning can help gain insights into the inner
working of machine learning algorithms and, consequently, aid with detecting speech
features that are especially predictive of a�ective states (Molnar, 2019).

Due to the challenge of obtaining speech data with corresponding a�ect labels
in-vivo, most prior research on a�ect recognition from speech has used actors or
labelled samples. This comes with a set of downsides, such as actors potentially
overacting and the ambiguity of ground truth due to the subjective nature of labeling
(see section 1.3.3) (Batliner et al., 2011; Schuller, 2018; Wilting et al., 2006). As a
consequence, studies investigating predictions of subjective a�ect experience from
speech are rare. Recent works have collected everyday speech samples using the
Electronically Activated Recorder (EAR) (Mehl, 2017). Hereby, speech data can be
collected over a period of time which allows researchers to not only investigate between-
person di�erences in a�ect (i.e., is this person sad?), but also assess within-person
fluctuations (i.e., is this person sadder than other days?) (Huang & Epps, 2018; J. Sun
et al., 2020; Weidman et al., 2020). Using the EAR, however, can be privacy invasive
since potentially non-consenting persons may be recorded, too. Moreover, handling
the EAR recorders and transmitting the collected data can be tedious for participants
and researchers. Here, o�-the-shelf smartphones represent a useful platform to collect
experience samples on momentary a�ect experience over time and make corresponding
speech records using the build-in microphone (Carlier et al., 2022; J. Sun et al., 2020;
Weidman et al., 2020).
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2.2.2 Content-Form Interactions in A�ect Recognition from
Speech

Prior research has shown that voice form (prosody) and the lexical content of the
produced words (semantics) work together when transmitting a�ective information
through speech (Ben-David, Multani, Shakuf, Rudzicz, & van Lieshout, 2016). More-
over, studies suggest that there is a prosodic (i.e., from voice cues) dominance in
the perception of a�ect based on lab experiments (Ben-David et al., 2016; Lin, Ding,
& Zhang, 2020), but not (yet) using speech data from the wild (Schwartz & Pell,
2012). Moreover, while this research field had focused on the interplay of prosody and
semantics in the recognition of a�ect by human raters, there are, to our knowledge,
no studies on content-form interactions in algorithmic a�ect detection. Hence, it is
currently unclear if what users talk about (i.e., the emotional content) has an e�ect
on voice acoustics that impact automated a�ect recognition. In an applied setting,
for example, the question is if an algorithm could recognize a�ective states regardless
of what the person talks about, may it be a mundane topic, such as the weather or
ordering pizza, or does one need to talk about an emotional topic (e.g., meeting a
loved one).

The present work leverages methodological advances in the area of smartphone-
based data collection methods to investigate the prediction of between-person di�er-
ences and within-person fluctuations in subjective momentary a�ect experience from
speech. In two large-scale studies, we train cross-validated machine learning models
on acoustic voice cues and state-of-the-art word embeddings from speech samples
collected in the wild. Moreover, for predictive models, we investigate which voice
cues are most predictive. Further, we experimentally and exploratively investigate
the e�ects of the emotionality of speech’s content on algorithmic a�ect recognition
from voice acoustics. Thereby, we aim to inform potential applications and promises
in automatic a�ect recognition from speech signals and advise the discussion on the
protection of user privacy rights.
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2.3 Study 1.1

2.3.1 Method

Smartphone-Based Voice Data Collection and Privacy-Preserving On-
Device Acoustic Feature Extraction

Data collection for this study was part of a large six-month panel study (from May
until November 2020) using the PhoneStudy research app at Ludwig-Maximilian-
Universität München (Schoedel & Oldemeier, 2020). Data collection was approved by
the responsible IRB board. The study comprised two two-week experience sampling
phases (July 27, 2020, to August 9,2020; September 21, 2020, to October 4, 2020)
during which participants received two to four short questionnaires per day. Here,
self-reported valence and arousal were assessed in two separate items on six-point
Likert scales among other psychological properties as part of an experience sampling
procedure. Furthermore, for each experience sampling instance, we computed the
fluctuation of assessed momentary a�ect in valence and arousal from one’s (median)
a�ect baseline (for participants with at the five experience sampling days) across all
experience sampling instances. For example, if a participant had a valence baseline of
“3” and reports a “6” in a particular moment, this fluctuation score of “+3” indicated
that this person had been a lot more happy than usual.

The last experience sampling questionnaire of each day included an additional
instruction, where participants were asked to read out a series of predefined emotional
sentences while making an audio recording of their voice. The sentences presented
to the participants are based on a set of validated German neutral and a�ective
sentences (Defren et al., 2018) and di�er in their emotional content: positive (e.g.,
“My team won yesterday.”), negative (e.g., “Nobody is interested in my life.”), and
neutral (e.g., “The plate is on the round table.”). These three emotional categories
are presented consecutively in each audio logging task. The order of the categories
was randomized per experience sampling questionnaire. For each emotional content
category, three sentences were randomly drawn from respective sets of sentences in
the database. The use and experimental manipulation of these emotional semantic
categories allowed us to control for the content spoken by our participants and at the
same time enabled us to conduct a privacy-friendly study. The audio recording was
started by the participants via a button on the screen. Participants could stop the
recording manually after a minimum of four seconds. Alternatively, the recording was
stopped automatically after twelve seconds. We chose these lower- and upper-time
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thresholds because this is the minimum and maximum time required to read out the
three sentences per condition. Once the audio record had been completed, we used
the widely adopted OpenSMILE open-source algorithm (Eyben, Wöllmer, & Schuller,
2010) to automatically extract acoustic features directly on the participant’s device.
Here, we used the extended Geneva Minimalistic Acoustic Parameters Set (eGeMAPS)
that is comprised of 88 acoustic features (Eyben et al., 2016). Theses voice feature
have been used in a range of prior studies on a�ect recognition from speech. After
feature extraction, the voice records were automatically deleted and only extracted
voice features were stored on our servers.

With this procedure, we collected 11199 audio logs from 586 participants. We
excluded 214 voice logs because the respective acoustic features (mean voicing score,
voiced segments per second, mean voiced segment length) indicated that no human
voice was recorded. Moreover, we excluded a total of 997 samples without corre-
sponding self-reports on valence and arousal, from participants with less than five
experience sampling days, and those participants who had no variance in all their
valence and arousal scores across all their experience samples. This left us with a
final data set of 9908 voice samples with corresponding acoustic features from 3381
experience sampling instances for valence and arousal from 499 participants (48.5%
female, M (Age) = 42.97 years). Overall self-reported valence was positive (M = 4.72,
SD = 1.03) and overall arousal was slightly geared towards activity (M = 3.68, SD =
1.35). The distribution of valence and arousal as well as fluctuations from the baseline
is provided in Figure 2.7 this chapter’s appendix in section 2.10.

In the final sample, voice samples were not equally distributed across emotional
sentence conditions (chi2(2) = 36.48, p < .001): 3219 came from the positive condition,
3110 from the neutral condition, and 3579 from the negative condition.

Predictive Modelling

We trained multiple supervised machine learning models on the extracted acoustic voice
features for the prediction of self-reported valence and arousal and their fluctuations.
Here, we compared the predictive performance of linear regularized regression models
(LASSO) (Zou & Hastie, 2005) with those of a non-linear tree-based Random Forest
model (Breiman, 2001; Wright & Ziegler, 2017), and a baseline model. The baseline
model would predict the respective mean values for valence and arousal of the respective
training set for all cases in a test set. Additionally, we included the prediction of
participants’ age and gender as a benchmark. Models were evaluated using a ten-fold
cross-validation scheme (Bischl, Mersmann, Trautmann, & Weihs, 2012). We blocked
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participants in the resampling procedure ensuring that for each train/test set pair the
given participant is either in the training set or in the test set.

We evaluated the predictive performance of the models based on the coe�cient
of determination (R2) and Spearman’s (rank) correlation (r) between the predicted
scores and participants’ self-reported scores. To determine whether a model was
predictive beyond chance (alpha = 0.05), we carried out variance-corrected (one-sided)
t-tests comparing the R2 measures of all prediction models with those of the baseline
models (Nadeau & Bengio, 2003). We adjusted for multiple comparison (n = 8) via
Holm correction.

All data processing and statistical analyses in this work were performed with
the statistical software R version 4.1.1 (R Core Team, 2021). For machine learning,
we used the mlr3 framework (Lang et al., 2019). Specifically, we used the glmnet
(Friedman, Hastie, & Tibshirani, 2010) and ranger (Wright & Ziegler, 2017) packages
to fit prediction models. To quantify the impact of single predictors in Random Forest
prediction models, we computed (out-of-bag) permutation feature importance using
the DALEX package (Biecek, 2018; Wright, Ziegler, & König, 2016). We preregistered
the present study as a transparent account of our work (Koch & Schoedel, 2021).
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2.3.2 Results

Recognizing A�ect Experience from Acoustic Voice Cues

Overall, none of the employed machine learning algorithms predicted a�ect experience
on the dimensions of valence and arousal significantly better than chance, even though,
on average, predictions of raw arousal scores (R2 = 0, r = 0.13) and arousal fluctuations
(R2 = 0.01, r = 0.12) from Random Forest models were slightly better than the baseline
models’ predictions. On the contrary, valence predictions did not yield any predictive
information. Figure 2.1 provides an overview of the performance of all employed
machine learning algorithms across prediction tasks. In the arousal prediction tasks,
Random Forest models performed slightly better than LASSO models, suggesting
non-linear relationships between voice cues and a�ective arousal outcomes in the
present study. Finally, benchmark predictions of speaker age (R2 = 0.11, r = 0.39)
and gender (prediction accuracy = 91.4%) suggest that voice acoustics from the
collected read-out sentences in study 1.1 contain valuable information about speaker
demographics.

Figure 2.1: Box and whisker plot of prediction performance measures
from 10-fold cross-validation for prediction models.
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Figure 2.2 shows the five most important features in the Random Forest model
(based on permutation feature importance) for the prediction of arousal from acoustic
voice features. Overall, features related to spectral flux (i.e., how quickly the power
spectrum of the voice signal is changing) and loudness were most important. This
observation is in line with descriptive correlations of voice features and self-reported
a�ect experience (see figures 2.9 and 2.10 in section 2.10 in the chapter’s appendix),
where spectral flux and loudness features also had the highest (Spearman) correlation
coe�cients. Together, these findings indicate that a louder voice that has a quickly
changing spectrum is indicative of the experience of heightened arousal.

Figure 2.2: Permutation feature importance for the five most predictive
features in the Random Forest model for the prediction of arousal.
Permutation feature importance represents the decrease in the model’s
prediction performance (as measured by RMSE) after permuting a single
variable.
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Content E�ects on A�ect Predictions from Voice Acoustics

Finally, we analyzed if the experimentally altered emotional content (positive/ neutral/
negative) of the predefined sentences that had been read out by participants had an
e�ect on a�ect predictions from voice acoustics. Here, we focused on predictions of
between-person di�erences in valence and arousal since these showed a better, even
though not significant, prediction performance than those models for within-person
fluctuations. There were no significant di�erences in prediction errors across the three
sentence conditions for valence (F(2,11873) = 0.09, p > .05) and arousal (F(2,11873)
= 0.39, p > .05) predictions suggesting that sentences’ emotional valence did not
influence a�ect predictions from voice acoustics (see Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3: Prediction error for valence and arousal prediction in Ran-
dom Forest models from voice acoustics in di�erent emotional sentence
conditions.
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2.4 Study 1.2

2.4.1 Method

Smartphone-Based Speech Data Collection

Data collection for this study was part of the UT1000 Project at the University of
Texas at Austin in the United States in fall 2018 (Wu et al., 2021). During a three-
week self-tracking assignment using their smartphones, students from a Synchronous
Massive Online Course (SMOC) in introductory psychology received four short expe-
rience sampling questionnaires per day where they could also make records of their
speech at the end. Here, self-reported arousal (assessed on a five-point Likert scale),
contentedness, and sadness were assessed in separate items on four-point Likert scales
among other psychological properties as part of an experience sampling procedure.
Thereby, in study 1.2, we captured emotional valence on two items (contentedness and
sadness) instead of one as done in study 1.1. According to the a�ect grid (see Figure
1.1), contentedness and sadness have a comparable low level of arousal and an opposing
emotional valence. Furthermore, for each experience sampling instance, in line with
study 1.1., we computed the fluctuation of assessed momentary a�ect in arousal,
contentedness, and sadness from one’s (median) a�ect baseline (for participants with
at least five experience sampling days) across all experience sampling instances. For
the audio records, participants received the following instruction: “Please record a
short audio clip in which you describe the situation you are in, and your current
thoughts and feelings. Collect about 10 seconds of environmental sound after the
description.” The responses to this prompt are analyzed in the present study. Any
parts of the record that did not contain speech were cut out before further analysis
since the focus of this work is a�ect in human speech. The collected speech samples
had also been used in another research project that describes the data collection
procedure in more detail (Marrero et al., 2022).

With this procedure, we collected 23482 audio logs from 980 participants. We
followed the same procedure to select speech records as in study 1.1 and, to ensure
comparability of the two studies with regard to the length of speech samples, we
retained all speech transcripts that contained at least 15 words and were more than
four seconds long which is equivalent to the length of the sentences that had been
read out in study 1.1: We removed records where the respective acoustic features
indicated that no human voice was recorded. Moreover, we excluded audio samples
without corresponding a�ect self-reports, participants with less than five experience
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sampling days, and those participants who had no variance in all their valence and
arousal scores across all their experience samples.

This procedure left us with a final data set of 13724 speech samples with corre-
sponding experience-sampled self-reports on momentary a�ect experience from 567
participants (64.9% female, M (Age) = 18.57 years). Overall participants reported
balanced experienced contentedness (M = 1.65, SD = 0.85) and low sadness (M =
0.53, SD = 0.77). Overall arousal was balanced out (M = 1.95, SD = 0.95). The
distribution of arousal, contentedness, and sadness as well as respective fluctuations
from the baseline is provided in figure 2.8 in the chapter’s appendix in section 2.10.

In the same manner as in study 1.1, we extracted the extended Geneva Minimal-
istic Acoustic Parameters Set (eGeMAPS) from the collected audio files using the
OpenSMILE algorithm (Eyben et al., 2016, 2010). In study 1.2, those features were
extracted from the raw recorded audio files after data collection and not directly on
participants’ smartphones as in study 1.1.

We transcribed all raw audio records using the Google Speech-to-text API. Then,
we extracted state-of-the-art word embeddings from speech transcripts using the text R
package (Kjell, Giorgi, & Schwartz, 2021). Word embeddings are vector representations
of words in a high-dimensional space, which capture their meaning and relationships
with other words. Specifically, for predictive modeling, we used the second to last
layer (layer 23) from the language model “RoBERTa large” as recommended in prior
work (Y. Liu et al., 2019; Matero, Hung, & Schwartz, 2022).

Predictive Modelling

For predictive modelling, we applied the same machine learning pipeline using the
same R packages as used in study 1.1 to predict self-reported sadness, contentedness,
and arousal as well as their deviations from the respective person’s baseline levels.
Moreover, in addition to extracted acoustic features, we also used extracted word
embeddings as features. To investigate and compare the predictive power of speech
form (voice cues) and content (word embeddings), we ran predictions on all features
combined as well as acoustic features and word embeddings separately.

2.4.2 Results

Prediction of A�ect Experience from Speech

The employed machine learning models trained on voice acoustics (speech form)
and word embeddings (speech content) predicted between-person di�erences and
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within-person fluctuations in the subjective experience of momentary a�ect experience
significantly better than chance. Figure 2.4 provides an overview of the performance
of all learners across prediction tasks while in this section we report on the best
performing algorithm respectively (either Random Forest or LASSO). Our models
yielded the best prediction performance for between-person variations in contentedness
(R2 = 0.1, r = 0.34), arousal (R2 = 0.09, r = 0.32), and sadness (R2 = 0.04, r = 0.24).
Also, for within-person fluctuations, predictions were significantly better than chance
for contentedness (R2 = 0.06, r = 0.26), arousal (R2 = 0.05, r = 0.22), and sadness
(R2 = 0.02, r = 0.13). However, overall, predictions were better for between-person
di�erences than for within-person fluctuations.

Moreover, evaluation prediction performance of models trained only on voice
acoustics or word embedding respectively revealed that predictions were mostly
driven by the information coming from speech content as represented in the word
embeddings. Prediction models trained on voice acoustics alone were not significantly
better than chance. However, on average, predictions of between-person di�erences
in contentedness (R2 = 0.01, r = 0.14) and arousal (R2 = 0, r = 0.12) as well as
arousal fluctuations (R2 = 0, r = 0.12) were slightly better than the baseline models’
predictions.

Prediction models trained on word embeddings were significantly predictive of
all a�ective states: Between-person di�erences in arousal (R2 = 0.09, r = 0.31),
contentedness (R2 = 0.1, r = 0.33), and sadness (R2 = 0.06, r = 0.23) as well as
within-person fluctuations of arousal (R2 = 0.05, r = 0.22), contentedness (R2 = 0.06,
r = 0.26), and sadness (R2 = 0.02, r = 0.13).

For voice acoustics, as in study 1.1, the Random Forest algorithm performed
slightly better than the LASSO algorithm, suggesting non-linear relationships between
voice cues and a�ect experience. On the contrary, for word embeddings, LASSO
models performed better than Random Forest models, indicating linear predictor-
outcome relationships between speech content as captured with word embeddings and
momentary a�ect experience.

Finally, while predictions of speaker age were not better than chance (R2 = -0.19,
r = 0.08) for any of the feature sets, likely due to the low age variance in the data
set, gender predictions yielded very good prediction results (prediction accuracy =
95.76%). These findings suggest that voice acoustics and speech content from the
collected semi-structured speech samples in study 1.2 contain valuable information
about speaker demographics.
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Figure 2.4: Box and whisker plot of prediction performance measures
from 10-fold cross-validation for prediction models in di�erent predic-
tions tasks for each feature (sub) set.
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Figure 2.5 shows the five most important features in the Random Forest model
(based on permutation feature importance) for the prediction of arousal from acoustic
voice features. We refrained from reporting feature importance scores for word
embeddings as they are not as clearly interpretable as voice features. Overall, in
line with findings from study 1.1, features related to loudness of the voice were most
important from arousal predictions. Even though features describing spectral flux (i.e.,
how quickly the power spectrum of the voice signal changes) showed high correlations
with self-reported a�ect experience (see figures 2.11 and 2.12 in the chapter’s appendix),
other voice features related to the voice spectrum (mean of the mel-frequency cepstral
coe�cient and bandwidth of the first formant) made it into the top five most important
features in the Random Forest model. Again, in line with results from study 1.1, these
findings indicate that a louder voice that has a quickly changing broad spectrum is
indicative of heightened experienced arousal.

Figure 2.5: Permutation feature importance for the five most predictive
features in the Random Forest model for the prediction of arousal.
Permutation feature importance represents the decrease in the model’s
prediction performance (as measured by RMSE) after permuting a single
variable.
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Content E�ects on A�ect Predictions from Voice Acoustics

In order to exploratively investigate the e�ect of the emotional valence of the spoken
content on a�ect predictions from voice cues, we used the sentiment score (M =0.02,
SD = 0.29) within the interval of [-1; 1] that had been assigned to each speech
transcript by the Google text-to-speech API. Here, in line with the analysis in study
1.1, we analyzed the absolute prediction errors in the prediction of between-person
di�erences in arousal, contentedness, and sadness from voice cues using a Random
Forest algorithm. Figure 2.6 depicts the speech sample’s sentiment score on the
x-axis and the absolute prediction error on the y-axis. Result indicate that content
sentiment did not have a clear e�ect on a�ect predictions from voice cues. Absolute
di�erences in prediction error with varying sentiment were small overall and the
predictive performance of the models was generally limited. Possibly, strong negative
and positive content sentiment could have reduced the prediction error for arousal
and contentedness from voice cues.

Figure 2.6: Sentiment score of speech content plotted against the abso-
lute prediction error from Random Forest acoustic predictions
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2.5 Discussion
In the present work, we extracted acoustic voice parameters and state-of-the-art word
embeddings from speech samples collected using smartphones to predict between-
person di�erence and within-person fluctuations in subjective a�ect experience. While
voice acoustics provided limited predictive information of a�ective arousal across both
studies, speech content had been shown to be predictive of arousal as well valence
(sadness and contentedness). Overall, predictions were better when participants could
talk freely (versus reading out loud predefined emotional sentences). In our models,
we identified loudness and features related to fluctuations of the voice spectrum to
be particularly predictive of a�ective arousal. Finally, experimental (study 1.1) and
explorative (study 1.2) findings suggest that emotional speech content did not a�ect
predictions from voice acoustics (i.e., what someone talks about does not influence
how well a�ect can be predicted from voice cues).

2.5.1 Recognizing A�ect Experience from Speech Cues

Our results indicate that speech samples, and particularly their content, allow for
the automatic prediction of subjective momentary a�ect experience. However, our
machine learning models achieve a lower prediction performance as reported in prior
work on automatic predictions of a�ect expression (Schuller, 2018). Still, our reported
performance is similar to studies predicting subjective a�ect experience from speech
samples collected in the wild (Carlier et al., 2022; J. Sun et al., 2020; Weidman et al.,
2020). This observation is in line with prior research suggesting that real-life emotions
are more di�cult to algorithmically recognize than acted or elicited emotions (Vogt
et al., 2008). Also, there are only few instances of extreme a�ect experiences in our
data sets compared to the data used in prior studies on acted or labelled emotions.
As a result, we rather predicted mood in this work, which is, by definition, less intense
than emotions (Scherer, 2003) and, consequently, more challenging to recognize.

Furthermore, across the two studies, arousal predictions from voice acoustics were
better than those of emotional valence, highlighting prior work showing that the latter
is more challenging to automatically infer due to its individual nature (Sridhar &
Busso, 2022). Moreover, in line with prior work (J. Sun et al., 2020; Weidman et al.,
2020), overall predictions of between-person di�erences in subjective a�ect experience
were superior to those of within-person fluctuations.

Further, as done in prior research on voice-a�ect predictions (Weidman et al., 2020),
we also compared the prediction performance of machine learning models trained on
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the much larger Compare2016 (6737 features) acoustic feature set (Schuller et al., 2016)
in contrast to the economic eGeMAPS (88 features) feature set we had used. Just as
in prior research, the larger voice feature set did not yield better a�ect predictions
(Weidman et al., 2020). This finding suggests that an economic acoustic feature set
is su�cient for a�ect detection from voice. Moreover, the small features set is less
computationally expensive and would allow for online or on-device pre-processing in a
scientific or applied setting.

Generally, our findings challenge the transferability of the optimistic prediction
results from prior research work on the recognition of a�ect expression (e.g., enacted
speech) to the recognition of subjective a�ect experience in everyday speech, partic-
ularly from acoustic voice cues. Thereby, our findings also question the proclaimed
performance of commercial a�ect recognition algorithms deployed in daily life that
have been mostly trained on enacted or labelled a�ect expression. Consequently,
current expectations regarding the performance of emotion-detecting AI services,
especially the ones that are focused on voice cues, applied to everyday speech might
be overoptimistic. More research is needed to determine how well algorithms can pick
up on subjective a�ect experience from day-to-day speech.

In future research, smartphones could play a prominent role in collecting and
analyzing speech data and corresponding in-situ self-reports on subjective a�ect
experience for a�ect inferences. Hereby, starting from our work, smartphones could
be used as a mobile experimental lab to study di�erent aspects of a�ect recognition
from speech, for example by experimentally varying the content as done in study 1.1
(Miller, 2012).

2.5.2 The Context of Speech Production Matters

Our results indicate that the context of speech production (i.e., reading out predefined
emotional sentences versus prompted free speech) had an impact on a�ect predictions.
While the predefined sentences in study 1.1 allowed us to control for the emotionality
of the content of participants’ voice records, they were unable to express themselves
freely, which could have impaired predictions from voice acoustics compared to study
1.2 where participants could talk freely. As a result, researchers and practitioners
should consider the context in which speech had been produced in and keep in mind
that findings and trained models might be specific to the given production context
and do not necessarily generalize well to other production contexts.
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2.5.3 The Role of Speech Content

In study 1.2, state-of-the-art word embeddings showed a superior a�ect prediction
performance compared to voice acoustics suggesting that speech content could contain
more a�ective information than speech form. This finding is in line with prior research
that found speech content to be more predictive than voice acoustics when predicting
momentary subjective experience of happiness (J. Sun et al., 2020; Weidman et al.,
2020). As a consequence, even though prior research has suggested that voice acoustics
could be more relevant for human a�ect inferences than speech content (Ben-David et
al., 2016; Lin et al., 2020), future research and AI applications should consider both
channels - content and form - simultaneously.

By experimentally varying the emotional valence of the spoken content in study
1.1 and exploratively investigating the e�ect of word sentiment on voice predictions in
study 1.2, our findings suggest that the content what participants talked about did
not have a substantial impact on a�ect predictions from voice cues. This insight could
imply that it does not matter what people talk about when algorithmically inferring
a�ect experience from voice cues. However, one has to keep than in mind that a�ect
predictions from voice cues were overall not very strong, particularly in study 1.1.
More research is needed to disentangle speech content and form in automatic a�ect
recognition.

2.5.4 Arousal-Linked Voice Variations

Interpretable machine learning methods and descriptive correlations suggest that voice
cues related to loudness and spectral features are associated with and predictive of
a�ective arousal. Specifically, a louder voice with a quickly changing broad spectrum
was found to be indicative of heightened experienced arousal. These arousal-linked
voice patterns are in line with findings from prior research (Hildebrand et al., 2020;
Weninger et al., 2013).
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2.6 Limitations and Future Directions
In this section, we discuss the two specific limitations of this study. General limitations
related to the data collection method and the measurement of self-reported a�ect
experience are discussed in the general discussion of the present dissertation (see
section 4.3).

First, we used slightly di�erent operationalizations of a�ect experience and sample
compositions in the two studies that might a�ect their comparability: In study 1.1,
we assessed valence and arousal on a six-point Likert scale. In study 1.2, we used
two items to assess a�ective valence (contentedness and sadness) and arousal on five-
/four-point Likert scales. As a consequence, findings might not be directly comparable.
Further, while study 1.1 drew on a representative German sample, study 1.2 was
based on a student convenience sample from the United States with the respective
limitations, such as potential constraints in generalizability of findings (Müller, Chen,
Peters, Chaintreau, & Matz, 2021). Future studies should investigate multiple target
emotions in diverse international samples from di�erent cultural contexts in non-
western countries.

Second, and most importantly, in contrast to prior work using passive speech
sensing (e.g., via the EAR), our participants had to actively log their speech in the
present work. This artificial setting might have had an e�ect on results. Moreover, the
findings of this study might be subject to the specific instructions that had been given
for the audio records: In study 1.1, participants were instructed to read out predefined
sentences and, in study 1.2, participants were prompted to talk about the situation
they were in as well as their current thoughts and feelings in a semi-structured fashion.
While a�ect-linked acoustic voice cues in the two studies are similar and are possibly
transferable to new voice data, word embeddings are specific to the given task in study
1.2. In this manner, future work should employ multiple di�erent speech tasks for
a�ect predictions and investigate how well predictions generalize from one to another.

Moreover, specifically to study 1.1, another related limitation lies in our privacy-
preserving on-device data pre-processing approach. By applying on-device feature
extraction, we had no opportunity to check in detail if participants truly complied
with study instructions and had recorded their voice while reading out the predefined
sentences accordingly (beyond the data-driven quality checks we had applied). Further,
our approach did not allow to control for records’ background noise (e.g., when
participants were outside next to a road) or how they held their smartphone during
the voice record. Since checking single raw audio files manually would be out of scope,
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future research could investigate additional data-driven approaches to check speech
data quality directly on the device. Finally, in future work, smartphones could be used
to log and immediately pre-process participants’ everyday speech by using pre-trained
language models to extract content features (e.g., specific topics or word embeddings)
directly on the device, too. Thereby, no raw speech data would have to be transferred
to a server and valuable information of language’s content could be also used for
privacy-respectful a�ect recognition.

2.7 Conclusion
In this work, we investigated if machine learning algorithms can recognize subjective
a�ect experience from speech samples collected in the wild using smartphones. Ex-
tracted acoustic voice parameters provided limited predictive information of a�ective
arousal across both studies, while speech content as reflected in state-of-the-art word
embeddings had been shown to be predictive of arousal as well valence (sadness
and contentedness). Overall, voice predictions were better when participants could
talk freely (versus reading out loud predefined emotional sentences). Also, speech
content showed superior prediction performance compared to voice acoustics. Further,
experimental and explorative findings suggest that emotional speech content did
not a�ect predictions from voice acoustics (i.e., what someone talked about did not
a�ect how well emotions could be predicted from voice cues). Our findings challenge
the transferability of the optimistic prediction results from prior research work and
commercial emotion-detection AI algorithms on the recognition of a�ect expression
(e.g., enacted and labelled speech) to the recognition of subjective a�ect experience
in everyday speech. Finally, we discussed resulting implications for the algorithmic
monitoring of a�ect experience.
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2.10 Appendix

Figure 2.7: Distribution of a�ect measures in the data set from Germany
that had been used in study 1.1.
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Figure 2.8: Distribution of a�ect measures in the data set from the
United States that had been used in study 1.2.
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Figure 2.9: Pearson correlations of voice features with momentary a�ect
experience in study 1.1. Those voice features are displayed for which the
95% confidence interval for the correlation coe�cient does not contain
zero for any of the outcomes.
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Figure 2.10: Pearson correlations of voice features with momentary
a�ect experience in study 1.1. Those voice features are displayed for
which the 95% confidence interval for the correlation coe�cient does
not contain zero for any of the outcomes.
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Figure 2.11: Pearson correlations of voice features with momentary
a�ect experience in study 1.2. Those voice features are displayed for
which the 95% confidence interval for the correlation coe�cient does
not contain zero for any of the outcomes.
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Figure 2.12: Pearson correlations of voice features with momentary
a�ect experience in study 1.2. Those voice features are displayed for
which the 95% confidence interval for the correlation coe�cient does
not contain zero for any of the outcomes.



Chapter 3

A�ect Experience in Language
Patterns Across Contexts

3.1 Abstract
Research suggests that digital traces of written language, such as social media posts,
o�er a unique window into our emotional lives. However, those studies rest on
the critical assumption that people’s language use, for instance of emotion words
(e.g., “happy” and “sad”), is a reflection of their subjective a�ect experience in a
given moment. In this work, we test this assumption by investigating (in-sample)
associations of self-reported a�ect experience collected using the experience sampling
method and everyday language characteristics logged with smartphones. Moreover,
we investigate if those language features allow for the (out-of-sample) prediction of
between-person di�erences and within-person fluctuations in a�ect experience. In
those analyses, we also distinguish between private (e.g., messaging on WhatsApp)
and public communication contexts (e.g., posting on Facebook) as well di�erent time
aggregations (trait, weekly, daily, momentary). From a data set of more than 10 million
typed words from 486 participants, we extract features regarding typing dynamics,
word use based on word dictionaries, and emoji and emoticon use. We identify distinct
a�ect-linked language variations across communication contexts and time frames.
Predictions from machine learning algorithms, however, are not significantly better
than chance. Finally, we discuss implications for the assessment of subjective a�ect
experience using occurrence-counts, such as word dictionaries, and opportunities
leveraging smartphones to collect language data in the wild.
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3.2 Introduction
Prior research studies suggest that the words we use in textual language reveal how
we feel (Tov et al., 2013; Vine, Boyd, & Pennebaker, 2020). As digital footprints
in the form of text, such as on blog posts, social media posts, or instant messages,
have become ubiquitous, new opportunities to investigate a�ect-linked language have
emerged. In this manner, Facebook posts have been found to be predictive of emotions
(Eichstaedt & Weidman, 2020; Preo�iuc-Pietro et al., 2016). Moreover, researchers
predicted a�ective disorders, for example depression, from digital text data, such as
Facebook posts (Eichstaedt et al., 2018), tweets (De Choudhury, Counts, & Horvitz,
2013), and text messages (Tony Liu et al., 2021). This research field and corresponding
commercial tools leveraging artificial intelligence (AI), for example in mental health
care, are grounded on the critical assumption that the language one uses (i.e., the
words) reflects how they feel in a given moment. However, recent works question the
associations of and predictions from word use and subjective a�ect experience (Kelley,
Mhaonaigh, Burke, Whelan, & Gillan, 2022; Kross et al., 2019; J. Sun et al., 2020).
Rather, language use could be linked to one’s expression of a�ect, which has some
overlaps with one’s subjective a�ect experience, but is not necessarily congruent (Kross
et al., 2019). Moreover, language-based prediction models often do not generalize well
to other communication contexts (e.g., from text messages to social media posts) due to
each channel’s specific linguistic peculiarities (Tingting Liu et al., 2022). The present
work leverages a novel language logging approach using o�-the-shelf smartphones to
investigate language-linked between-person di�erences and within-person fluctuations
in a�ect experience across di�erent time frames and communication contexts.

3.2.1 A�ective Text

For the investigation of linguistic associations of stable trait a�ect that is considered a
personality characteristic, researchers would collect text data over a period of time, for
example diary entries (Tov et al., 2013) or text messages (Massachi et al., 2020), and
correlate the use of linguistic features, such as specific word categories (e.g., positive
emotion words), with self-reported scores from questionnaires. Alternatively, they
would analyze language traces of a�ective disorders, for example depression, that are
also assumed to be relatively stable in a given time window (Eichstaedt et al., 2018;
Tackman et al., 2018).

On the contrary, the investigation of the association of language use and fluctuating
a�ective states (e.g., short-termed emotions and longer moods) is more challenging
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since researchers usually cannot ask people how they are feeling in the exact moment
when they produce a piece of text. Therefore, many prior studies associated language
use with tragic events that were expected to elicit strong emotions, like September
11 (Back, Küfner, & Eglo�, 2010; Cohn, Mehl, & Pennebaker, 2004) or the death of
George Floyd (Eichstaedt, Sherman, et al., 2021). Alternatively, researchers would
hire raters to assign a�ective labels to collected text data, such as Facebook posts
(Eichstaedt & Weidman, 2020; Preo�iuc-Pietro et al., 2016).

These kind of language studies often rely on word dictionaries that either assign a
numeric sentiment score to each single word, for example using the popular Valence
Aware Dictionary for Sentiment Reasoning (VADER) dictionary (Hutto & Gilbert,
2014), or that count the frequency of words from a set of given word categories (e.g.,
positive emotion words). The most widespread psycholinguistic dictionary is the
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) (Pennebaker, Booth, Boyd, & Francis,
2015). LIWC has multiple emotional word categories that contain words which are
assumed to be indicative of positive or negative a�ect: The positive emotion word
category includes words like “happy” and “joy” while the negative emotion category
is comprised of the sub-categories anxiety (e.g., “worried), anger (e.g.,”angry”), and
sadness (e.g., “tear”).

The assumption that the use of words from specific emotion word categories reflects
how one feels in a given moment represents the foundation of many prior research
studies. Sun and colleagues provide a comprehensive overview of research findings on
the associations of positive and negative emotion LIWC dictionaries with a�ect in
past research (J. Sun et al., 2020). However, recent studies question if emotion words
truly reflect momentary subjective a�ect experience (Kross et al., 2019; J. Sun et al.,
2020).

Apart from emotion words that serve as direct linguistic markers (e.g., “I’m feeling
happy”) in the form of positive and negative emotion words, researchers have also
found evidence for indirect linguistic markers of a�ect, such as social processes and
the use of function words (e.g., first person singular). Beyond serving as a linguistic
measure these indirect linguistic markers of a�ect can also create insights into the
processes of a�ect experience. For example, socializing is known to improve positive
a�ect compared to being alone (Lucas, Le, & Dyrenforth, 2008). Therefore, writing
about social processes (e.g., “I am meeting friends”) might serve as an indirect marker
of peoples’ positive a�ect that is associated with spending time with others. In a
similar fashion, the use of 1st person singular that could indicate a strong focus on
oneself has been liked to negative a�ect and depression (Tackman et al., 2018).
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Modern digital communication is not only comprised of plain text, but often
also features emoji and their predecessors, the emoticons. These can be used to
emotionally enrich text (Riordan, 2017). In order to assess the specific emotional
meaning of emoji, prior research had used raters that would assess a given set of
emoji regarding their a�ective valence and arousal (Kralj Novak, SmailoviÊ, Sluban, &
Mozeti�, 2015; Krekhov, Emmerich, Fuchs, & Krueger, 2022; Kutsuzawa, Umemura,
Eto, & Kobayashi, 2022). For instance, the “ ” emoji has been universally rated
as expressing positive a�ect. However, it remains unclear if people employing this
particular emoji are also always subjectively experiencing positive a�ect in the moment
when using it.

Not only the textual content, such as the employed words and emoji, of digital
text, but also the way how it had been created, analogue to the form of the voice
in speech, can contain valuable a�ective information. These typing dynamics, even
though not visible to the communication partner, can be logged though a device’s
(e.g., personal computer or smartphone) keyboard. The logged data can then be used
to investigate a�ect-linked typing dynamics. In this manner, prior research suggests,
for instance, that particularly typing speed is related to a�ective states (Ghosh et al.,
2017; Ghosh, Hiware, Ganguly, Mitra, & De, 2019).

3.2.2 Predicting A�ect from Text

More recently, researchers have been employing machine learning algorithms that are
able to handle large and multi-dimensional data coming from digital textual footprints
to predict a�ect. Using this approach, scientists have, for example, predicted a�ective
states from Facebook posts (Eichstaedt & Weidman, 2020; Preo�iuc-Pietro et al., 2016)
and typing dynamics (Ghosh et al., 2017; Mandi, Ghosh, De, & Mitra, 2022). In a
similar fashion, studies found a�ective disorders to be predictable from social media
text (De Choudhury et al., 2013; Eichstaedt et al., 2018), text messages (Tony Liu et
al., 2021), and even solely from typing dynamics (Bennett, Ross, Baek, Kim, & Leow,
2022b, 2022a; Cao et al., 2017; Mastoras et al., 2019).

To make accurate inferences about one’s a�ect experience from collected language
data, particularly for fluctuating a�ect states, researchers face three major challenges.
First, in order to predict an author’s a�ective state from text, one needs to assess the
author’s a�ect in the exact moment of text production. Since scientists cannot not ask
people what a�ect they had experienced in the moment they had written a piece of text
in the past, for example a social media post, researchers usually use raters to assign
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emotion labels to existing text data (Kross et al., 2019). As a consequence, those
studies are concerned with the associations with and recognition of a�ect expression
from text rather than subjective a�ect experience. This is due to the fundamental
di�erence of a�ect expression and a�ect experience (Kross et al., 2019), meaning
how people subjectively feel versus the cues they express, for example through their
language use, and that are interpreted by others (see section 1.3.3 for more details
on the conceptual di�erence between a�ect experience and a�ect expression). In this
manner, recent studies leveraging the experience sampling method (ESM) to assess
in-situ self-reports question the association of emotional word use and subjective
experienced a�ect. For instance, Kross and colleagues did not find any correlations of
emotional word use in Facebook posts and self-reported subjective a�ect experience
(Kross et al., 2019). In the same manner, transcribed speech samples collected with
the Electronically Activated Recorder (EAR) and experience-sampled self-reports
of the subjective experience of happiness did not yield significant associations with
emotional word use (J. Sun et al., 2020).

A second challenge that scientists face when investigating a�ect-linked language
is to collect su�cient textual data that corresponds with a�ect experience data (see
section 1.3.3). Text that had been created in experimental settings is usually rather
short and lacks ecologic validity. However, su�cient text data is needed for accurate
predictions of psychological characteristics (Eichstaedt, Kern, et al., 2021). However,
in studies leveraging social media posts, there is only data available when people
have posted online. Consequently, there are many gaps in the data stream when
people have not posted. As a result, granular a�ect predictions from social media
text are not feasible and only possible for larger time frames, for example weeks
(Eichstaedt & Weidman, 2020). A continuous tracking (e.g., on the hourly level) of
a�ect experience, however, requires more granular data that social media text data
cannot provide for most users. More granular data would also allow researchers to
not only investigate between-person di�erences in a�ect (i.e., is this person sad?), but
also assess within-person fluctuations (i.e., does this person feel more sad than they
usually do?) that can also be of high theoretical and practical relevance (J. Sun et al.,
2020).

Third, recent research suggests that each communication channel has its specific
linguistic peculiarities that can have an influence on a�ect-linked language variations
and the algorithmic recognition of a�ect from language traces (Jaidka, Guntuku,
& Ungar, 2018; Tingting Liu et al., 2022). Possibly, these language variations are
partially caused by di�erences in emotional self-disclosure across communication
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channels (Bazarova, Taft, Choi, & Cosley, 2013). However, most prior research has
been based on language from only one single communication channel, such as one
social media platform, due to the challenges associated with gathering textual data
from the same user across platforms (e.g., Twitter posts and WhatsApp messages).

Novel data collection methods leveraging o�-the-shelf smartphones allow researchers
to overcome the aforementioned challenges. First, using smartphone-based experience
sampling, subjective a�ective states can be assessed in-situ when they are experi-
enced using self-reports. Thereby, there is no need for data labeling. Second, since
smartphones have become our main point of communication, they allow researchers
to log the majority of text one produces on a given day. Third, smartphones o�er a
promising opportunity to passively log textual data across communication channels
(public and private contexts) by directly logging what is typed on the smartphone’s
keyboard or by taking screenshots (Bemmann & Buschek, 2020; Brinberg et al., 2021).

Based on recent developments in smartphone-based language logging methods,
this work investigates how a�ect experience is revealed through language patterns
in di�erent time frames and communication contexts. Specifically, we investigate
(in-sample) associations of self-reported a�ect with language features logged with
smartphones in everyday life and if these features allow for the (out-of-sample) predic-
tion of between-person di�erences and within-person fluctuations in a�ect experience.
Further, we analyze which language features are most strongly associated with a�ect
experience. Thereby, we aim to advance a�ect recognition from language cues and
inform psycholinguistic theory of a�ect.

3.3 Method

3.3.1 Data Set

Data collection for this work was part of a large six-month panel study (from May
until November 2020) based on the PhoneStudy research app at Ludwig-Maximilian-
Universität München (Schoedel & Oldemeier, 2020). Data collection was approved by
the responsible IRB board. The study comprised two two-week experience sampling
phases (July 27, 2020, to August 9, 2020; September 21, 2020, to October 4, 2020)
during which participants received two to four short questionnaires per day. Here,
self-reported valence and arousal were assessed in two separate items on six-point
Likert scales among other psychological properties as part of an experience sampling
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procedure. Further, trait a�ect had been assessed using the German version of the
Positive and Negative A�ect Schedule (PANAS) (alphaPA = .92, alphaNA = .89) at
the beginning of the study period (Breyer & Bluemke, 2016).

To capture the text participants had typed on their phones, the PhoneStudy app
also included a keyboard logging module that had been adapted from the ResearchIME
research app (Bemmann & Buschek, 2020). Hereby, all typed words were categorized
according to the German “SentiWS” sentiment dictionary (Remus, Quastho�, & Heyer,
2010) and the latest German version of the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (Meier
et al., 2019) directly on the device. After the respective word categories had been
logged, the raw text was deleted to protect participants’ privacy. Additionally, emoji
and emoticons were logged in the clear. Also, for each text input, the respective app,
a time stamp, and the input prompt text (e.g., “What’s on your mind?” on Facebook)
were logged.

We aggregated logged text data over four di�erent time frames that correspond
to assessed self-reports: trait, weekly, daily, and momentary. Regarding trait a�ect,
we aggregated all text produced during the study period and matched it with the
assessed scores for positive and negative trait a�ect. For weekly a�ect, we aggregated
valence and arousal scores over one week (Monday through Sunday) for participants
who had filled out at least one experience sampling questionnaire per day for that
given week and coupled them with all logged text that had been produced in that
week. With regard to daily a�ect, we computed the median valence and arousal for
those days where participants had filled out at least two experience sampling instances
and paired them with all text produced on that particular day. For momentary a�ect,
we aggregated all text typed in a three-hour time window around (90 minutes before
and after) a single experience sampling instances as done in prior research (J. Sun
et al., 2020). Furthermore, for the same three-hour time window, we computed the
fluctuation of assessed momentary a�ect in valence and arousal from one’s (median)
a�ect baseline (for participants with at least five experience sampling days) across all
experience sampling instances. For example, if a participant had a valence baseline of
“3” and reports a “6” in a particular moment, this fluctuation score of “+3” indicated
that this person had been a lot more happy than usual. The baseline score for valence
showed a correlation of 0.44 with positive trait a�ect and -0.31 with negative trait
a�ect.

To distinguish a�ect-linked language variations across communication channels, we
used the logged information on the app that had been used to produce the respective
text (e.g., Facebook, Instagram, or WhatsApp) and the input prompt text (e.g.,
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“What’s on your mind?” on Facebook). Here, we manually categorized all input
prompts across all logged apps to determine the context in which the respective text
had been written. For example, if a participant had produced text in the Facebook
app and the logged input prompt text was “What’s on your mind?”, the composed
text would be assigned to public communication. On the contrary, if she had used
the search bar (i.e., the prompt was “Search Facebook”) the produced text would
neither count as private nor public communication. Thereby, we were able to generally
detect and di�erentiate between private and public communication on a granular
level. We conducted the public versus private communication analyses for trait a�ect
(i.e., all text produced during the entire study period) because a su�cient number of
participants had created enough text data to be statistically analyzed.

In our language analyses regarding trait a�ect (all text and private versus public
communication) and weekly a�ect experience, we included participants who had
written more than 500 words in the respective time frame. This threshold had been
also applied in similar previous work on text messages (Tony Liu et al., 2021). For
daily and momentary a�ect, we used a threshold of 100 words as used in related prior
research (Vine et al., 2020).

643 participants produced any text in the entire study period. 445 of those had
filled out the PANAS questionnaire and wrote at least 500 words of text on their
smartphone keyboards. Of those, 287 met the minimum word threshold of 500 words
in private communication and 127 in public communication contexts. Thus, they were
included in the analyses with regard to trait a�ect. For weekly a�ect, we included 169
participants, who had filled out one experience sampling questionnaire each day in
a given week (Monday through Sunday) and wrote more than 500 words of text on
their smartphones. With regard to daily a�ect, 289 participants had completed at
least two experience sampling assessments and 100 words of written text for a given
day. Finally, we had 755 experience sampling instances with at least 100 words of
corresponding text from 183 participants. Overall, participants’ self-reported positive
trait a�ect was balanced (M = 3.13, SD = 0.74) and negative trait a�ect (M = 1.88,
SD = 0.7) was low. Moreover, self-reported momentary valence was positive (M =
4.54, SD = 1.1) and overall arousal was slightly geared towards activity (M = 3.9, SD
= 1.28). Table 3.1 provides an overview of descriptive statistics of the final samples
across communication contexts and di�erent time windows. The distribution of a�ect
measures is shown in Figure 3.9 in the chapter’s appendix in section 3.10.
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Table 3.1: Overview of data (sub) sets used in study 2

Time frame Trait Trait Trait Week Day Moment
Communication
context

All Private Public All All All

N instances 445 287 127 222 2318 755
N participants 445 287 127 169 289 183
M (age) 41.66 41.88 41.64 38.32 39.61 37.55
%women 43.96 42.21 55.08 57.21 53.72 54.61
M (Positive a�ect) 3.13 3.10 3.13
M (Negative a�ect) 1.88 1.88 1.87
M (Valence) 4.85 4.65 4.54
M (Arousal) 4.06 4.04 3.90
M (Typing sessions) 2166.74 698.75 208.23 177.24 32.31 15.02
M (Words) 19564.45 8696.42 2357.81 1744.83 332.77 220.37

3.3.2 Keyboard Language Analyses

Users reveal a�ective information in language typed on smartphones through the
words they use, emoji and emoticon use, and typing dynamics. Therefore, we extracted
three groups of features to comprehensively characterize participants’ language logs
regarding language content and form. First, we used word dictionaries (LIWC and
the German SentiWS sentiment lexicon) to categorize written words directly on the
device. Second, we logged participants’ use of emoji and emoticons and computed
respective metrics. Third, we analyzed their writing form by extracting features
regarding participants’ typing dynamics. In this section, features from each feature
grouped are described in detail. As mentioned in the previous section, we aggregated
language features across four di�erent time frames: trait, weekly, daily, momentary.
For each time frame, we aggregated all text that had been produced during all typing
sessions (i.e., when the smartphone keyboard was opened, and text had been produced)
and computed the respective features. For example, for daily a�ect experience, all
text from a given participant for that day was aggregated and the daily sentiment
score was computed. For our descriptive analyses, we estimated the magnitude of the
associations of extracted features with a�ect experience (e.g., daily valence) using
pairwise Pearson correlation.
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Word Dictionaries

We used the latest German word dictionaries from the well-established Linguistic
Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) (Meier et al., 2019; Pennebaker et al., 2015). LIWC
dictionaries, such as 1st person singular or past focus, have been theoretically derived
and are clustered in a hierarchical structure: For example, the sadness category is a
subcategory of negative emotion, which in turn is a subcategory of a�ective processes.
Here, we computed the share of words from a given dictionary category (e.g., positive
emotion words) from all written words for a given time window. Since LIWC has the
same word categories across languages, we can compare word category scores for our
German text data with prior studies that analyzed, for instance, English text data.

Moreover, we used the German SentiWS sentiment dictionary to obtain additional
sentiment scores for logged words (Remus et al., 2010). SentiWS contains 1650 negative
and 1818 positive words with respective word forms and corresponding sentiment
weights within the interval of [-1; 1]. Using those scores, we computed the median,
standard deviation, minimum, and maximum word sentiment across typing sessions
for a given time window.

Emoji and Emoticons

With regard to participants’ overall use of emoji and emoticons, we calculated the
mean number of emoji and emoticons, the emoji- and emoticon-to-word ratios, and the
number of unique emoji and emoticons across typing sessions for a given time frame.
Additionally, we enriched logged emoji with a sentiment score within the interval of [-1;
1] from an emoji sentiment data base (Kralj Novak et al., 2015). In the same manner
as for word sentiment, we computed the median, standard deviation, minimum, and
maximum emoji sentiment of typing sessions in a given time frame.

Like in prior work (Koch, Romero, et al., 2022), we kept specific emoji and
emoticons that had been used by at least 5% of participants in the whole sample of 643
participants to keep the focus on common emoji and emoticons. For those frequently
used emoji and emoticons, we then counted how often each participant had used the
respective specific one in a given time window and normalized their frequency use by
dividing the count by the total number of emoji/ emoticons used by the respective
participant in the time window.
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Typing Dynamics

We computed a range of features that describe the typing dynamics of how logged text
had been produced. Specifically, we calculated the median and standard deviation of
the duration per typing session and per single word. Also, we computed the median
and standard deviation of the number of words and characters that have been written
per typing session. Finally, we calculated the median and standard deviation of the
number of words that had been removed per typing session. Additionally, we utilized
logged information from app use and input prompt texts to compute the share of
text from all produced text that had been typed in di�erent contexts (e.g., in private
communication) and actions (e.g., commenting). Hereby, for instance, we were able to
determine what share of all text that had been produced by a participant in a given
time window had been typed in social media apps.

3.3.3 Predictive Modelling

We trained two supervised machine learning algorithms on the extracted features
for the prediction of self-reported a�ect experience. Specifically, we compared the
predictive performance of linear regularized regression models (LASSO) (Tibshirani,
1996) with those of a non-linear tree-based Random Forest (Breiman, 2001; Wright &
Ziegler, 2017), and a baseline model. The baseline model would predict the respective
mean value for the target variable (e.g., daily valence) of the respective training set
for all cases in a test set. Additionally, we included the prediction of participants’ age
and gender from all collected text data as a benchmark. Models were evaluated using
a ten-fold ten times repeated cross-validation scheme (Bischl et al., 2012). For those
models, where there were multiple instances per participant (e.g., multiple experience
sampling days per single participant), we blocked participants in the resampling
procedure to ensure that each participant is either included in the training or test set.

We evaluated the predictive performance of trained models based on the coe�cient
of determination (R2) and Spearman’s rank correlation (r). Before predictive modeling,
we excluded features with more than 90% missing values and constant or near-constant
features (i.e., with less than 5% variance). Moreover, we median-imputed extreme
outlines (more than mean +/- 4 times SD) in the cross-validation procedure (Schoedel
et al., 2022). To determine whether a model was predictive beyond chance (alpha =
0.05), we carried out variance-corrected (one-sided) t-tests comparing the R2 measures
of all prediction models with those of the baseline models (Nadeau & Bengio, 2003).
We adjusted for multiple comparison (n = 30) via Holm correction. All data processing
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and statistical analyses in this work were performed with the statistical software R
version 4.1.1 (R Core Team, 2021). For machine learning, we used the mlr3 framework
(Lang et al., 2019). Specifically, we used the glmnet (Friedman et al., 2010) and
ranger (Wright & Ziegler, 2017) packages to fit prediction models. We pre-registered
our analyses before accessing the data as a transparent account of our work (Koch,
Eichstaedt, & Stachl, 2022).

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Language Variations with Subjective A�ect Experience

We found a range of a�ect-linked language variations across communication contexts
and time frames in the collected keyboard language data. In the following section, we
report on all pairwise Pearson correlations of language features with a�ect experience
where the respective 95% confidence interval did not contain zero.

Typing Dynamics

We found distinct associations that are considered at least small (i.e., r > .1). of
typing dynamics with trait a�ect experience only in private communication in the
present data: Longer typing sessions (i.e., longer duration) (r = -0.15) and more text
per typing session (r = -0.14) were negatively associated with negative trait a�ect.
The variation (SD) in the text length per typing session measured in words (r= -0.13)
and characters (r = -0.14) had a negative correlation with positive trait a�ect. Also,
low typing speech as measured by the median typing duration per word was correlated
with negative trait a�ect (r = 0.16). Where private messages had been produced also
correlated with trait a�ect: Private messages composed in social media apps (e.g.,
Facebook) were positively associated with negative trait a�ect (r = 0.13) while the
correlation with negative trait a�ect was negative for text produced in communication
apps (e.g., WhatsApp) (r = -0.14).

With regard to weekly a�ect, it mattered most where text had been produced: We
found a negative correlation of the share of text produced for data input (e.g., filling
out online forms) and weekly valence (r = -0.13). Also, weekly arousal was positively
correlated with producing text on internet apps (e.g., browser apps) (r = 0.21) and
searching online (r = 0.16). On the contrary, the variation (SD) in the character
count per typing session correlated negatively with weekly arousal (r = -0.13). For
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daily a�ect, we only discovered a small correlation of daily valence and the share of
text that had been produced inputting data (r = -0.15). Finally, for momentary a�ect
experience, there was a small negative correlation of the share of total text produced
by posting online (e.g., on Facebook) with the fluctuations from one’s valence baseline
(r = -0.11) and of valence with the typing duration per word (r = -0.1).

Word Dictionaries

Di�erent language patterns related to trait a�ect emerged from the logged word
dictionaries in our data set (see Figure 3.1). Moreover, Figure 3.2 depicts how the use
of theoretically relevant (emotion) dictionaries di�ers with communication contexts
for trait a�ect.

With regard to direct linguistic markers of emotion, we found that median word
sentiment was positively associated with positive trait a�ect in all logged text (r =
0.16) with respective correlation coe�cients being smaller for private communication
(r = 0.09) and even negative for public communication (r = -0.09). Negative emotion
words were negatively correlated with positive trait a�ect (r = -0.1) and positively
with negative trait a�ect (r = 0.18) across all text inputs and in the sub-contexts.
The same correlational patterns held true for the anger and anxiety dictionaries that
are sub-dictionaries of negative emotions words. Positive emotion words did not show
any relevant correlations with trait a�ect in any communication context in our data.
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Figure 3.1: Correlations of dictionaries with trait a�ect for all logged
text and public and private communication separately. We considered
coe�cients where the 95% confidence interval did not contain zero.
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Figure 3.2: Selected correlations of dictionaries with trait a�ect for all
logged text and public and private communication separately.
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We found a range of distinct correlations of indirect linguistic markers of emotion
with trait a�ect. First, the overall use of first person singular (e.g., “I”, “me”) was
negatively correlated with positive trait a�ect (r = -0.07) and positively with negative
trait a�ect (r = 0.13). Here, correlation coe�cients were much bigger for public
communication (rPA = -0.27, rNA = 0.28) than for private communication (rPA =
-0.03, rNA = 0.04). On the contrary, the use of first person plural (e.g., “we”) was
positively correlated with positive trait a�ect (r = 0.17) and negatively with negative
trait a�ect (r = 0.17). These associations were stronger for private communication
(rPA = 0.21, rNA = -0.2) than for public communication (rPA = 0.09, rNA = -0.16).

Moreover, using comparisons (e.g., “similar”) was associated positively with neg-
ative trait a�ect overall (r = 0.13) and particularly in public communication (r =
0.18). Also, the use of interrogatives (e.g., “why”) had a positive correlation with
negative trait a�ect overall (r = 0.13), again especially in public communication.

In the same manner, two sub-categories of social processes, showed distinct cor-
relational patterns: Male references had a positive correlation with positive trait
a�ect (r = 0.19) and a negative one with negative trait a�ect (r = -0.22) in public
communication. Family-related words correlated positively with negative trait a�ect
(r = -0.1) and negatively with positive trait a�ect (r = -0.1) in private communication.
Also, words related to the drive for a�liation (e.g., “friend”) had a positive correlation
with positive trait a�ect overall (r = 0.11), particularly in private communication.

Words related to perceptual processes, in particular regarding seeing and hearing,
were related to trait a�ect with the strongest e�ects in public communication: Here,
using words from the seeing dictionary was positively correlated with positive trait
a�ect (r = 0.15) and negatively correlated with negative trait a�ect (r = -0.19)
in contrast to words from the hearing dictionary that were positively correlated to
negative trait (r = -0.11) a�ect and negatively to positive trait a�ect (r = -0.11).

Furthermore, two sub-categories of the biological processes category correlated
with trait a�ect: Words related to body (e.g., “head”) (rPA = -0.12, rNA = 0.16) and
health (e.g., “drug”) (rPA = -0.06, rNA = 0.15) correlated negatively with positive
trait a�ect and positively with negative trait a�ect. Also, the use of words regarding
death (rPA = -0.12, rNA = 0.11) showed the same correlation pattern. Remarkably,
the health and death word categories had a positive correlation with positive trait
a�ect in public communication.

Finally, the overall use of informal language (rPA = -0.11, rNA = 0.11) and of its
two sub-categories swear words and netspeak correlated positively with negative trait
a�ect and negatively with positive trait a�ect across communication channels.
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Weekly, Daily, and Momentary A�ect Overall, correlations coe�cients for
weekly, daily, and momentary a�ect experience with word dictionaries were smaller
than for trait a�ect. Moreover, with the time window getting smaller, the size of
correlation coe�cients also decreased. See Figure 3.3 for an overview of all dictionaries
for which for any two time windows zero was not in the 95% confidence interval of the
correlation coe�cient. Moreover, Figure 3.4 depicts a detailed overview of theoretically
relevant (emotion) dictionaries and their correlations with self-reported valence over
time (weekly, daily, momentary).

Regarding direct linguistic markers of emotion, in the same fashion as for trait
a�ect, the median word sentiment correlated positively with weekly valence (r =
0.15) and the use of anxiety-related words correlated negatively with weekly valence
(r = -0.11). For daily and momentary a�ect experience, correlation coe�cients of
emotion dictionaries with valence or arousal got much smaller. Remarkably, positive
emotion words even correlated slightly negatively with momentary valence and valence
fluctuation.

Regarding indirect markers of emotion, function words in particular, showed a
distinct correlation pattern. Weekly valence correlated positively with the use of 2nd
person plural (r = 0.18), overall use of 3rd person (r = 0.15) and its sub-categories
3rd person singular (r = 0.15) and 3rd person plural (r = 0.18). In a similar fashion,
weekly arousal correlated positively with 1st person plural (r = 0.17), 2nd person
plural (r = 0.18), and 3rd person plural (r = 0.16).

In line with findings regarding trait a�ect, the use of interrogatives had a negative
correlation with weekly valence (r = -0.15). The use of words related to family
correlated positively with weekly arousal (r = 0.1) and negatively with momentary
valence (r= -0.09) and valence fluctuation (r = -0.11). In the same fashion as for trait
a�ect, we found perceptual processes (r = 0.14) and its sub-category seeing (r = 0.15)
and hearing (r = -0.1) to be correlated with weekly valence. Further, hearing was
correlated negatively with weekly arousal (r = -0.17). Moreover, the ingestion word
category (e.g., “eating”) had a positive correlation with weekly valence (r = 0.13).
Further, words related to drives (r = 0.11), particularly the drive for a�liation (r =
0.15) had a positive correlation with weekly arousal. Moreover, momentary valence
correlated negatively with drives (r = -0.11) and its sub-dictionary achievement (e.g.,
“victory”) (r = -0.09). Finally, the use of words related to time correlated negatively
with weekly valence (r = -0.11) and arousal (r = -0.14) as well as momentary valence
(r = -0.11).
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Figure 3.3: Correlations of dictionaries with a�ect for logged text across
weekly, daily, and momentary time frames. We considered coe�cients
where the 95% confidence interval did not contain zero for at least two
time windows.
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Figure 3.4: Selected correlations of dictionaries with a�ective valence
for logged text across weekly, daily, and momentary time frames.
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Emoji and Emoticons

This section presents discovered distinct patterns of general emoji and emoticon use
across communication contexts and time frames that can be considered at least small
(i.e., r > .1). For trait a�ect, the overall use of emoticons in particular was related
to negative trait a�ect: Across all typed text, the number of unique emoticons used
was negatively correlated with positive trait a�ect (r = -0.12 and positively with
negative trait a�ect (r = 0.1). Also, in private communication, the total use of unique
emoticons was positively associated with negative trait a�ect (r = 0.11) and negatively
with positive trait a�ect (r = -0.19). In the same manner, the number of unique
emoticons per typing session in private communication had a negative correlation
with positive trait a�ect (r = -0.12). Furthermore, the standard deviation in emoji
sentiment across typing sessions was negatively correlated with negative trait a�ect in
private messages (r = -0.15). In public communication contexts, the maximum emoji
sentiment across typing sessions was associated negatively with negative trait a�ect (r
= -0.23).

With regard to weekly a�ect, we found a negative correlation of unique emoticons
per typing session and weekly arousal (r = -0.17). For daily valence and arousal, no
such patterns emerged from the data. Finally, there was a negative correlation of the
total use of unique emoticons and momentary a�ective valence (r = -0.12).

While the overall use of emoticons was indicative of a�ect, the use of specific
emoticons was not. On the contrary, preferences for specific emoji varied with a�ect
experience. Figure 3.5 shows emoji that are associated with positive and negative
trait a�ect across communication channels. Across communication contexts, the dog
emoji (“ ”) was correlated positively with positive trait a�ect and slightly negatively
with negative trait a�ect. Also, “ ”, “ ”, and “ ” had a positive correlation with
positive trait a�ect and a negative one with negative trait a�ect. On the contrary,
the “ ” emoji was correlated negatively with positive trait a�ect and positively with
negative trait a�ect in all logged text and in private communication.

In the same manner as for word dictionaries, correlations of specific emoji were
less conclusive for smaller time windows. Figure 3.6 depicts correlations of emoji
with weekly and daily valence and arousal. Figure 3.7 shows emoji correlations with
between-person di�erences and within-person fluctuations in momentary a�ect. Across
time windows, “ ” was negatively correlated with valence and arousal. Also, “ ”
correlated negatively with daily and momentary valence and arousal. On the contrary,
“ ” had a positive correlation with weekly and daily valence and a negative one with
respective arousal.
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Figure 3.5: Correlations of specific emoji with trait a�ect on the di-
mensions of positive a�ect and negative a�ect for all produced text and
private and public communication separately. Displayed are all emoji
where the 95% confidence interval for the correlation coe�cient did not
contain zero.
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Figure 3.6: Correlations of specific emoji with a�ect experience on
the dimensions of valence and arousal across weekly and daily time
frames. Displayed are all emoji where the 95% confidence interval for
the correlation coe�cient did not contain zero.
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Figure 3.7: Correlations of specific emoji with a�ect experience on the
dimensions of momentary valence and arousal as well as respective a�ect
fluctuations. Displayed are all emoji where the 95% confidence interval
for the correlation coe�cient did not contain zero.
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3.4.2 Predicting Subjective A�ect Experience

Overall, none of the employed algorithms predicted a�ect experience in any communi-
cation context or time frame significantly better than chance. Figure 3.8 provides an
overview of the performance of all learners across prediction tasks.

On average, Random Forest models performed slightly better than the LASSO
algorithm across prediction tasks, indicating non-linear predictor-outcome relationships
between keyboard language characteristics and a�ect experience across communication
contexts and time frames. Consequently, we will report on the average performance of
Random Forest models across cross-validation folds in this section.

With regard to communication contexts, even though not better than chance,
predictions of trait a�ect were slightly better for private communication (R2

PA = -0.11,
rPA = 0.07, R2

NA = -0.11, rNA = 0.06) than for public communication (R2
PA = -0.33,

rPA = 0.03, R2
NA = -0.3, rNA = 0.04). Still, in comparison, predictions on all text

data combined performed best (R2
PA = -0.05, rPA = 0.07, R2

NA = -0.06, rNA = 0.09).
With regard to the time frame, predictions were more accurate for bigger time

windows, but still not better than chance. For instance, the prediction performance
for weekly valence (R2 = -0.06, r = 0.1) and arousal (R2 = -0.06, r = 0.06) was, on
average, better than for momentary valence (R2 = -0.27, r = -0.02) and arousal (R2

= -0.12, r = 0).
Finally, predictions of participants’ age (R2 = 0.46, r = 0.72) and gender (prediction

accuracy = 73.95%) from all logged text suggest that typed smartphone language
allows for inferences about user demographics.
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Figure 3.8: Prediction performance measures of prediction models from
10-fold ten times repeated cross-validation for a�ect predictions for each
feature (sub) set and across communication contexts and time frames.
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3.5 Discussion
The present study generated novel insights into a�ective language patterns across
communication contexts and time frames by analyzing everyday textual language that
had been logged using o�-the-shelf smartphones. For our descriptive and predictive
analyses, we leveraged typing dynamics, word (sentiment) dictionaries, and emoji and
emoticon use. Beyond the distinctive (in-sample) associations of specific language fea-
tures with a�ect experience we found, (out-of-sample) predictions of a�ect experience
from the extracted language cues were, however, not significantly better than chance.

3.5.1 A�ect Experience in Smartphone Language

In line with prior literature, we found typing speed (i.e., typing duration per word)
to be associated with (negative) a�ect experience (Ghosh et al., 2017; Ghosh et al.,
2019). Moreover, in our data, we found the context (i.e., social media apps versus
communication apps) in which language had been produced to be indicative of a�ect
experience.

Our findings with regard to direct linguistic markers of emotion, even though
correlations were small, are in line with the theory that emotional word use corresponds
to a�ect experience: We found a positive correlation of word sentiment with positive
trait a�ect and a negative one with negative trait a�ect. Moreover, the use of negative
emotion words showed expected negative correlations with positive trait a�ect and
positive ones with negative trait a�ect across channels, while positive emotion words
did not yield distinct correlations with trait a�ect. For smaller time frames, however,
those correlations decreased in size or vanished entirely.

We also discovered a range of indirect linguistic markers of emotion in our data.
For instance, in line with prior literature, we found the use of first person singular
(e.g., “I” or “me”), particularly in public communication, to be positively associated
with negative a�ect and negatively associated with positive a�ect (Tackman et al.,
2018). On the contrary, the use of first person plural (e.g., “we”) showed a negative
correlation with negative trait a�ect and a positive correlation with positive trait
a�ect as found in prior work (J. Sun et al., 2020). Beyond these well-studied LIWC
categories, additional noteworthy associations of indirect linguistic markers of emotion
emerged in our data. For instance, the use of comparisons and interrogatives was
associated with negative trait a�ect, particularly in public communication. Also,
the use of hearing-related words was indicative of negative trait a�ect, while seeing-
related words were associated with a positive trait a�ect, again particularly in public
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communication.
After prior studies had used raters to assign a�ective labels to emoji and emoticons

(Kralj Novak et al., 2015; Krekhov et al., 2022; Kutsuzawa et al., 2022), the present
work is, to our knowledge, the first to analyze the link of emoji and emoticon use with
subjective a�ect experience. Our findings suggest that the overall use of emoticons
is related to negative trait and state a�ect experience. Regarding emoji, no such
overall pattern emerged, but some specific emoji, such as “ ” and “ ”, were found to
be related to positive trait a�ect, while others (e.g., “ ”) correlated with negative
trait a�ect. Again, as for word dictionaries, findings were less conclusive regarding
associations of a�ect experience and emoji use for smaller time windows. Here,
particularly the “ ” emoji that had been used as a symbol of hope during the COVID-
19 pandemic was consistently negatively correlated with weekly, daily, and momentary
valence and arousal.

3.5.2 Predicting A�ect Experience from Everyday Smart-
phone Language

Even though the reported non-significant prediction performance for a�ect experience
in this work is inferior to prediction studies based on labelled text data (Eichstaedt &
Weidman, 2020) it is in line with the limited prior work that used written smartphone
language and a�ective self-reports from the wild (Carlier et al., 2022). As a result, our
findings suggest that algorithmically recognizing subjective a�ect experience, especially
in small time windows, from everyday smartphone language is di�cult, particularly
using the occurrence-counts, such as word dictionaries, as employed on the present
study. Still, leveraging digital language traces logged with smartphones has many
potential upsides compared to other text sources, such as social media, since text
can be logged across communication channels and over time allowing to also model
within-person fluctuations of a�ect. However, more research is needed before the
promising applications, for instance in mood monitoring for mental health care, can
be reliably deployed.

3.5.3 Communication Context Matters

In line with prior research on language di�erences across communication channels, our
results illustrate the importance of considering the communication context in language
analysis (Mehl, Robbins, & Holleran, 2013). Depending on the communication
context (private messages versus public posting), some language-a�ect associations
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were di�erent in our data. For example, I-talk (first person singular) was particularly
highly correlated with negative trait a�ect in public communication, but not in private
communication. On the contrary, we-talk (first person plural) correlated higher with
positive trait a�ect in private communication than in the public one.

Also, predictions, even though not significantly above chance, were slightly better
for text produced in private contexts than public ones. This could be due to participants
engaging in selective emotional self-disclosure in public communication, such as social
media (Qiu, Lin, Leung, & Tov, 2012), making inferences of a�ect experience more
challenging. The slightly better predictions from private communication could also
come from the di�erence in sample sizes that were available for private and public
communication with the latter being smaller. Overall, as a consequence from our
findings, researchers and practitioners should always consider the communication
context the text data had been produced in and keep in mind that findings and trained
models might be specific to the given communication context and do not necessarily
generalize well to other communication contexts.

3.5.4 Time Context Matters

To our knowledge, this work is the first of its kind to investigate how a�ect-linked
language patterns change over di�erent time frames. Depending on the time window,
some a�ect-language associations changed in the analyzed data. For instance, median
word sentiment correlated positively with positive trait a�ect and weekly a�ective
valence but had a close to zero correlation with momentary valence. Consequently,
researchers and practitioners should always consider the time scale (e.g., one’s overall
trait a�ect or a�ect experience in a specific moment) which they want to investigate
a�ect-linked language in. As our results have shown, the chosen time focus might
have a strong impact on the findings.

Furthermore, for smaller selected time windows, for instance momentary instead
of weekly a�ect, descriptive associations (i.e., correlation coe�cients) and models’
prediction performance were also weaker in our data. These findings illustrate that
assessing a�ect experience, particularly on smaller time scales, using the current
occurrence-count approaches, such as word dictionaries, is limited. Specifically, our
results indicate that occurrence-based metrics (i.e., counting negative emotion words
or single emoji) work to an extent for traits, but reach their limits for smaller time
windows, possibly since they do not consider language context. For instance, if
participants wrote “not happy” LIWC would count one negation and one positive
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emotion word. While trait associations and predictions over longer periods are not as
a�ected by the lack of context consideration, state a�ect in small time frames is often
highly context dependent and, consequently, requires linguistic context. Therefore,
researchers should be aware of the limits of occurrence-counts, like word dictionaries,
especially for small time frames and potentially use other methods as discussed in the
next section.

3.6 Limitations and Outlook
Besides the general limitations related to the data collection method and the measure-
ment of self-reported a�ect experience that are discussed in the general discussion of
the present dissertation (see section 4.3), there are three specific limitations of this
study.

First and foremost, to protect participants’ privacy, we did not log the raw words
participants had typed into their smartphones and, instead, categorized words based
on common word dictionaries directly on their devices. As a consequence, we did
not have the raw text data that we could apply advanced NLP methods to, like
topic models or word embeddings. These techniques usually show superior predictive
performance compared to dictionary approaches since, among other reasons, they are
able to consider language’s context (Eichstaedt, Kern, et al., 2021; Kjell, Sikström,
Kjell, & Schwartz, 2022). Word dictionaries, such as LIWC and sentiment dictionaries,
on the contrary, do not recognize language context (e.g., “I am not happy”) and rely
on comparably simple word count occurrences. Furthermore, dictionaries can only
detect those words from their internal word lists. As a consequence, even though there
is a “netspeak” category in LIWC that is supposed to capture online slang words,
dictionaries cannot detect unknown words, such as newly emerging words or words
with typos. In our study, on average, 50% of typed words had been recognized by
LIWC. This dictionary detection rate is smaller than those reported in prior work
using, for example, WhatsApp messages (Koch, Romero, et al., 2022) but similar to
prior word based on logged smartphone language (Carlier et al., 2022). To overcome
the limitations of dictionary approaches, future studies could use pre-trained language
models and deploy them directly on participants’ smartphones, which would allow
researchers to extract context-aware language characteristics on the device without
logging raw text data (Niu et al., 2020; T. Sun et al., 2022).

Second, even though smartphones have become our everyday companions, we only
reported on participants’ everyday language produced on their smartphones in this
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study. However, people often use and switch between multiple devices every day
(Reeves et al., 2021). As a consequence, we were not able to capture participants’
entirety of written language per day. Future work could expand the number of devices
observed to include, for example personal computers, laptops, and tablets, using our
language logging approach to capture all of participants’ produced text.

Third, the findings of this study with regard to di�erent time frames are bound
to the specific modeling decision we made. For instance, we chose to analyze weekly,
daily, and momentary a�ect experience. For momentary a�ect experience, we chose to
aggregate all text produced up to 90 minutes before and after the experience sampling
instance. Di�erent modeling decision could lead to di�erent findings: For example, if
one were to aggregate all text for a given time frame before the experience sampling or
after, or predicting language use from a�ect self-reports, results might look di�erent
(Kross et al., 2019). Therefore, future work could extend on our reported analyses in
multiple ways by applying di�erent time windows or running sensitivity analyses to
find the optimal time window to capture momentary a�ect experience. Future studies
could also experimentally induce desired a�ect or detect emotion onset from other
sensing modalities (e.g., heart rate) and capture corresponding language using our
language logging approach.

3.7 Conclusion
This study employed a novel data collection approach to analyze a�ective language
patterns across communication contexts and time frames in everyday smartphone
language. We found distinct in-sample associations of language use, such as I-talk,
with a�ect experience that highlight the importance of distinguishing between time
frames (i.e., trait, weekly, daily, momentary) and communication contexts (i.e., private
versus public communication). Overall, however, prediction performance of employed
machine learning models was not significantly better than chance. These findings
emphasize the challenges of using occurrence-counts, such as word dictionaries, to
infer subjective a�ect experience, particularly for small time windows. Finally, this
work highlights the opportunities of employing smartphones to collect and analyze
language data in everyday life.
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3.10 Appendix

Figure 3.9: Distribution of a�ect measures across communication con-
texts and time frames in study 2.



Chapter 4

General Discussion

The present dissertation investigated between-person di�erences and within-person
fluctuations in subjective a�ect experience in spoken and written language collected
in everyday life with novel data collection methods using o�-the-shelf smartphones.

Study 1 analyzed two data sets of speech samples from Germany and the United
States to evaluate the predictive power of speech (voice cues and spoken content) for
corresponding subjective momentary a�ect experience. While voice acoustics provided
limited predictive information of a�ective arousal, speech content was predictive of
a�ective arousal as well as valence (sadness and contentedness). Overall, predictions
were better when participants could talk freely (versus reading out loud predefined
emotional sentences). Finally, experimental and explorative findings suggest that
emotional speech content had no e�ect on a�ect predictions from voice acoustics.

Study 2 investigated how a�ect experience was associated with and predictable
from language characteristics in everyday language collected through the smartphone’s
keyboard across communication contexts and time frames. Distinctive (in-sample)
associations of specific language features based on typing dynamics, word use from
(sentiment) dictionaries, and emoji and emoticon use with a�ect experience were
identified. Out-of-sample predictions of a�ect experience from extracted language
cues were, however, not significantly better than chance.

Since specific findings from the two empirical studies have been discussed in the
respective chapters, this general discussion focuses on the three overarching patterns
in the overall findings across studies and their implications. Further, the overall
contribution of the present dissertation is contextualized with regard to its limitations.
Finally, future directions and challenges in a�ect recognition from natural language
are discussed.
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4.1 Overall Findings

4.1.1 Predicting Subjective A�ect Experience is Hard

Overall, the prediction performance for the automated recognition of subjective a�ect
experience reported in the two studies of this dissertation is lower than the prediction
accuracies reported in prior work that are predicting a�ect expression using labelled
written language samples (Eichstaedt & Weidman, 2020) or enacted or labelled
speech samples (Shen, Changjun, & Chen, 2011). However, the reported prediction
performance is comparable to prior studies predicting subjective self-reported a�ect
experience (Carlier et al., 2022; J. Sun et al., 2020; Weidman et al., 2020). In
line with prior work, this pattern suggests that the automatic recognition of one’s
subjective a�ect experience is more challenging than the prediction of labelled or
enacted a�ective language (Vogt et al., 2008). Moreover, for trained prediction models
in both empirical studies, prediction performance coe�cients were smaller for within-
person fluctuations than for between-person di�erences suggesting that it is more
challenging to algorithmically detect the former than the latter. This insight is in line
with prior research on the recognition of between-person di�erences and within-person
fluctuations in a�ect experience from language (J. Sun et al., 2020; Weidman et al.,
2020).

4.1.2 Content Trumps Form

While language form, such as voice cues and typing dynamics, have been shown
to contain valuable information about a�ect experience in the present dissertation,
content in spoken and written language yielded higher (in-sample) associations and
(out-of-sample) predictions, particularly for a�ective valence. Specifically, in study
1.2, state-of-the-art word embeddings were more predictive for a�ect experience than
voice acoustics. In study 2, word and emoji use showed higher correlations with a�ect
experience than typing dynamics. This observation of the superiority of content over
form in prediction models for subjective self-reported a�ect experience trained on
language samples is in line with prior studies (J. Sun et al., 2020; Weidman et al.,
2020).

4.1.3 The Context of Language Production Matters

Both studies of the present dissertation illustrate that the context in which spoken
or written language had been produced influences how language characteristics are
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associated with and predictive for a�ect experience: Regarding speech, study 1
indicates that it matters for a�ect predictions from voice cues if the spoken content is
predefined or one is able to talk freely. Moreover, results indicate that the emotional
valence of the spoken content does not have an e�ect on the a�ect recognition from
voice cues. Regarding written text, study 2 suggests that the time span over which
language is aggregated (trait, weekly, daily, momentary) and the communication
context (private versus public communication) influence how language is related to
a�ect experience. This insight is in line with prior research showing that associations
of language patterns with psychological phenomena di�er across textual channels,
such as di�erent social media platforms and instant messaging services (Jaidka et al.,
2018; Tingting Liu et al., 2022; Mehl et al., 2013).

4.2 Contributions of the Present Dissertation

4.2.1 Investigation of Natural Language Data Collected in
the Wild

While prior works in this research area often relied on language data produced in
artificial lab situations (Schuller, 2018; Vogt et al., 2008), the two studies that are
part of the present dissertation are among the first to empirically investigate everyday
language collected by leveraging novel mobile sensing methods over an extended period
of time. Choosing this naturalistic approach yields more ecologically valid findings
(Harari et al., 2016). More generally, the present dissertation illustrates that o�-
the-shelf smartphones enable the scientific collection of spoken and written language
in everyday life. Thereby, researchers can collect and analyze traces of naturally
occurring language footprints, that are often only accessible to tech corporations that
have access to such data through, for example, voice assistants.

4.2.2 Exploration of Di�erences and Fluctuations in A�ect
Experience

In contrast to prior research that mainly used a�ect labels from raters or enacted
emotions representing a�ect expression (Preo�iuc-Pietro et al., 2016), the present
dissertation leveraged smartphone-based experience sampling to collect in-situ self-
reports of a�ect experience in order to associate language with subjective a�ect
and make predictions. Furthermore, due to the longitudinal nature of the collected
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data (i.e., multiple data points of subjective a�ect experience with corresponding
language per participant), not only between-person di�erences, but also within-person
fluctuations in a�ect experience have been examined in the present dissertation. Those
within-person fluctuations in a person’s emotional life over time can be very relevant
for one’s well-being (Eichstaedt & Weidman, 2020).

4.2.3 Analysis of Context E�ects on A�ect Recognition from
Language

Prior research has shown that the context in which spoken or written language had
been produced, such as in a public or a private communication context (Mehl et al.,
2013), has an e�ect on prediction models that have been trained on these data (Jaidka
et al., 2018; Tingting Liu et al., 2022). The present dissertation contributes to this
research field by leveraging context information in the respective analyses. Specifically,
Study 1 investigated the impact of fixed content versus being able to talk freely as well
as the emotional valence of the content on a�ect predictions from voice cues. In study
2, context information on time aggregation and communication context (private versus
public channels) has been used to analyze their e�ects on language footprints of a�ect
experience in written language. These insights emphasize that language models for
a�ect recognition need to take the context into account (i.e., context specific models)
and have to be trained and tested accordingly.

4.2.4 Insights through Description, Prediction, and Explana-
tion

While prior studies on a�ect inferences from language either focused solely on specific
descriptive associations (Tackman et al., 2018) or advanced predictions (Shen et al.,
2011), the present dissertation combines description, prediction, and explanation: Both
empirical studies reported on descriptive in-sample associations of language features
and a�ect experience. Further, a�ect experience was predicted using supervised
machine learning algorithms in the two empirical studies. Finally, fitted predictive
models were investigated using interpretable machine learning methods in study 1. By
combining these approaches, the present dissertation aims at advancing a�ect theory
by creating new insights into the language footprints of a�ect experience (Elhai &
Montag, 2020; Harari et al., 2020; Mahmoodi, Leckelt, van Zalk, Geukes, & Back,
2017; Shrestha et al., 2021).
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4.3 General Limitations
The general limitations of the overall findings of the two studies of this dissertation are
twofold: First, the peculiarities of the data collection method and study samples that
have implications for the generalizability of findings and, second, the a�ect self-reports
that served as ground truth themselves. Those limitations that are specific to the
single studies’ results are discussed in the respective chapters (see section 2.6 and 3.6).

4.3.1 Data Collection

The analyzed data in the present dissertation is comprised of in-situ self-reports of
a�ect experience from participants’ everyday life in a non-clinical population. As
a result, the data represents the “normal” everyday moods of regular people with
only few cases of extreme positive or negative or very high or low aroused a�ect
experience. As a result, the discovered language-a�ect associations and trained a�ect
recognition models should be considered in this context. If the conducted analyses
were to be replicated in a clinical sample that contains more cases of extreme a�ect
experience, findings might be even more distinct. This does not necessarily mean,
however, that findings and prediction models from the present dissertation generalize
well to a clinical sample. Alternatively, future studies could aim to collect language
samples when participants are known to experience strong emotions, for example
based on their physiological signals (Hoemann et al., 2020).

Also, it should be noted that a�ective self-reports only from those situations when
participants had their smartphone on them and felt comfortable to complete the
experience sampling had been analyzed in the present dissertation. Moreover, study
participants knew that their a�ect self-reports and corresponding language samples
would be recorded and later analyzed. As a consequence, with regard to assessed
subjective a�ect experience, participants might have only completed the experience
sampling questionnaire in selected a�ective situations, for example not when they
were experiencing extreme a�ective states, or they had not reported on extreme a�ect
at all (Schoedel et al., 2022).

Also, participants might have not spoken or written as naturally as they would
if they had not known that their data would be scientifically analyzed. Participants
might have made the audio records for study 1 only in selected suitable situations,
for example when they were alone in a quiet place. As a result, the resulting data
set would also only contain participants’ a�ect experience from being alone in quiet
places. Further, regarding the keyboard language analyzed in study 2, participants
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might have altered their language use knowing that their data would be scientifically
analyzed.

All data sets analyzed in the present dissertation have been collected in Western
countries, specifically Germany and the United States. Prior research suggests that
there are cultural di�erences in emotion experience (Lim, 2016) and that mood
inference models from sensing data do not necessarily generalize to other countries
and cultures (Meegahapola et al., 2023). Therefore, future research should make use
of diverse samples from other cultural contexts and non-Western countries.

Furthermore, the German data set that is analyzed in both empirical studies
only contained Android users, excluding those using iOS devices, because of the
technical requirements of the logging software. However, past research suggests that
the selection bias regarding participant demographics and personality for the German
population is negligible (Götz, Stieger, & Reips, 2017; Keusch, Bähr, Haas, Kreuter,
& Trappmann, 2020; Schoedel et al., 2022).

Finally, data collection of the German sample was conducted during the COVID-19
pandemic in 2020. The impact of the pandemic itself and the with corresponding
legislative measures have been shown to have had an influence on people’s day-to-day
a�ect experience (Bäuerle et al., 2020; Rajkumar, 2020), their language use (Pisano et
al., 2022; Romero, Mikiya, Nakatsuma, Fitz, & Koch, 2021), and their smartphone
use in general (Jonnatan, Seaton, Rush, Li, & Hasan, 2022; Katsumata, Ichikohji,
Nakano, Yamaguchi, & Ikuine, 2022). Therefore, future research may aim to replicate
the findings of the present dissertation using samples that have been collected during
“normal” times.

4.3.2 A�ect Self-Reports as Ground Truth

The ground truth, i.e., the information that is assumed to be fundamentally true, used
for the descriptive analyses as well as model training and evaluation in the present
dissertation are self-reports on participants’ subjective a�ect experience. However,
these are prone to response biases (Gao, Rahaman, Shao, & Salim, 2021). These can
introduce measurement error that can have a profound impact on the consecutive
predictive modeling (Jacobucci & Grimm, 2020). Moreover, single items were employed
to assess state a�ect experience on di�erent dimensions (i.e., valence and arousal) in
the empirical studies. This is an established approach to reduce participant burden
by not having them fill out many lengthy experience sampling questionnaires that
would also need to be compensated for. However, this single-item approach can
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introduce additional measurement error for a�ective responses (Dejonckheere et al.,
2022). Future studies that are particularly interested in subjective a�ect experience
should use multiple items assessing a broad range of a�ect experience in an intensive
longitudinal design.

Beyond the psychometric challenges associated with using (single item) self-reports
to assess momentary a�ect experience, there is a conceptual debate on how much
of an underlying psychological construct, i.e., of a�ect experience, one can assess
using questionnaires. In order to report one’s a�ect experience most accurately
through a survey item, one needs to have introspection to recognize it and have an
adequate understanding to communicate it accordingly (Boyd, Pasca, & Lanning,
2020; Montag, Dagum, Hall, & Elhai, 2022). However, people can vary greatly in
that regard (Critchley & Garfinkel, 2017). Possibly, in the future, algorithms can
replace self-report questionnaires altogether by analyzing natural language directly
since transformers (that use word embeddings as employed in study 1.2) have been
reported to approach the upper limits in accuracy already (Kjell et al., 2022).

4.4 Future Directions and Challenges
Recognizing a�ect experience from naturally occurring language collected with smart-
phone holds many future promises for research and commercial applications in the
form of multi-modal a�ect recognition, time-series, and idiographic models. How-
ever, to realize their potential the challenges of a precise conceptualization of a�ect,
interdisciplinarity, ethics, and data privacy and data security need to be overcome.

4.4.1 Multi-Modal A�ect Recognition

Emotional expressions are multimodal, dynamic patterns of behavior and language
represents only one channel to express a�ect experience (Keltner, Sauter, Tracy, &
Cowen, 2019). Therefore, a�ect recognition from smartphone data could be improved
if multiple sensed or logged data streams beyond language use are merged. Future
research could, for instance, combine language data with recorded app usage, movement
patterns from GPS signals, and physical activity, possibly enriched with data from
wearables’ physiological sensors (Cai et al., 2020; Tzirakis, Chen, Zafeiriou, & Schuller,
2021; Yang et al., 2021).
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4.4.2 Time-Series Models

Mobile sensing (language) data in combination with corresponding experience sampling
assessments provides a granular continuous data stream over a given period of time.
This longitudinal nature of the collected data allows to apply so-called “time-series
models” that leverage temporal information from prior language and a�ect experience
to forecast future a�ect experience (Busk et al., 2020; Suhara, Xu, & Pentland, 2017).
Most work in this research field, like the present dissertation, has not yet employed
those time-series models because they require an intensive longitudinal study design
with many data points per single participant. Future work could, for example, use
time-series modelling based on rich multi-modal sensing data with corresponding a�ect
assessments to forecast mood and potentially symptoms of a�ective disorders.

4.4.3 Idiographic Models

Employed machine learning models in the present dissertation had been trained
and tested on all participants using cross-validation. However, a�ect experience is
highly subjective and individual depending on multiple factors, such as individual
trait di�erences and previous life experiences. Further, how one expresses their
a�ect experience through language can be also highly individual. To account for the
subjective and individual nature of a�ect experience and expression, particularly for
emotional valence, so-called idiographic (person-specific) models that are trained and
evaluated on data from only one single person can be applied. As a results, they
provide a person-specific model and corresponding predictions (Beck & Jackson, 2022;
Piccirillo & Rodebaugh, 2019). For example, they would be able to capture if an
individual uses specific emoji when in a bad mood. This modelling approach could be
particularly promising to detect within-person fluctuations in a�ect experience since
those had been shown to be hard to predict if prediction models had been trained
and tested on all participants in the present dissertation. Additionally, if su�cient
intensive longitudinal data is available, time-series models could also be used for
single individuals. In a next step, researchers could then look for similarities across
idiographic models to detect more general patterns related to a�ect experience (Beck
& Jackson, 2022). Such idiographic models have already been shown to hold promising
applications in psychological research and in applied settings, such as psychotherapy
(Piccirillo & Rodebaugh, 2019).
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4.4.4 A Precise Conceptualization of A�ect

Prior studies on a�ect recognition from language vary greatly in how a�ect had been
conceptualized and assessed: Some had been focused on discrete induced emotions
(e.g., happiness), some on longer lasting moods based on the concept of core a�ect.
As a consequence, a comparison of findings across studies is often challenging. Even
though there is no universal agreement on the underlying conceptualization of a�ect
(see chapter 1), researchers should use a clear and precise conceptualization and
corresponding terminology of the kind of a�ect they are working on: For example,
one should distinguish if one works on (intense, short termed) enacted emotions
or everyday (low intensity, longer lasting) moods. This eases the comparison and
aggregation of findings across studies and moves the research field forward.

4.4.5 Interdisciplinarity

To realize the potential of smartphone-based a�ect recognition from language the
disciplines involved in this kind of research - from psychology, computer science, and
data science to phonetics and linguistics - need to work together in interdisciplinary
collaborations. Such projects require deep domain knowledge of a�ect and spoken and
written language, programming skills to develop modalities to collect such language
data using smartphones, data management and data processing skills, and statistical
skills for algorithmic modeling (Miller, 2012; Seifert, Hofer, & Allemand, 2018).
Also, an adequate technical infrastructure to collect, store, and analyze the data
is required. These requirements can only be met in well-equipped interdisciplinary
research groups. Therefore, researchers should receive training in the neighboring
disciplines and incentives for collaboration though funding organizations, publication
modalities, and academic career programs should be actively installed (Lazer et al.,
2009, 2020; Seifert et al., 2018). The present dissertation has been produced in such
a fruitful interdisciplinary collaboration that has made this kind of research even
possible.

4.4.6 Ethics

With emotion recognition from language increasingly being used in research and
practice, important ethical considerations need to be discussed. Gaining insights into
one’s personal emotional life can yield extremely sensitive data and may result in
potential harms to individuals and society (Hernandez et al., 2021). Such emotion-
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detecting artificial intelligence (AI) tools can be used for good (e.g., improving one’s
a�ective well-being) or bad (e.g., exploiting moments of emotional vulnerability).
Particularly, if idiographic models are realized, those may be even more sensitive as
they would know the particularities of a single person. As a consequence, guidelines
and mitigation mechanisms to detect and minimize those ethical risks must be installed
(Andalibi & Buss, 2020; Hernandez et al., 2021; Mohammad, 2022; Stark & Hoey,
2021). For example, only those data should be collected that is necessary for research
or a specific application. Also, the knowledge about individuals that arises from a�ect
inferences from language should be handled and used responsibly. More generally,
given that tech corporations, such as like Google, Facebook, or Amazon, either already
use emotion recognition or have filed corresponding patents (Knight, 2016), research
works, such as the present dissertation, should inform the public and policy makers
about the possibilities that arise from a�ect inferences from digital language footprints
(Andalibi & Buss, 2020).

4.4.7 Data Privacy and Data Security

Beyond the aforementioned ethical considerations, ensuring data privacy and data
security for research study participants and users of digital products leveraging
automatic a�ect recognition from natural language is essential. Data privacy in this
context means that one knows who collects, has access to, and can analyze these
highly sensitive data. In this manner, study participants and users of digital products
should be informed extensively about what data is collected for which purpose in
order to obtain informed consent (Harari, 2020). Such an informed consent process
had been followed in the data collections for the present dissertation. In today’s
world, however, with the rise of voice assistants and chat bots, digital language
footprints are ubiquitous, and users are often not aware of what happens with their
data. Also, policy making with regard to data privacy is only slowly catching up
with technological progress in this field. Therefore, this dissertation also aims to raise
awareness for how much a�ective information people might give away unknowingly
through their language footprints. Users should be aware of what can be inferred
from the data they give away to make an informed decision regarding their privacy.
Once data had been collected, data security is concerned with the collected data
being securely stored through technical and procedural measures (Harari, 2020). Data
collection for the present dissertation included strict protocols including the secure
storage protected against third party access and the deletion of sensitive data to
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ensure the utmost security of participants’ data. Researchers and tech corporations
could also use technical modalities to extract meaningful language characteristics (e.g.,
voice cues) directly on the device. Thereby, no raw data would have to be stored
on a server. In the two studies of this dissertation, privacy-respectful smartphone
logging approaches by extracting voice cues and text characteristics directly on the
device had been employed. Moreover, researchers could leverage new technologies,
such as blockchain technology, to store data securely (Jin, Zhang, Zhou, & Yu, 2019;
Poonguzhali, Gayathri, Deebika, & Suriapriya, 2020). Ideally, a�ect predictions could
also happen on the device employing pre-trained machine learning models (Dhar et
al., 2021). Thereby, no data would have to be transferred onto external servers at all.
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4.5 Conclusion
The present dissertation showcases the utility of smartphones to investigate subjective
a�ect experience in natural language in everyday life. Hereby, caveats of prior research
methods with regard to the conceptual di�erence of a�ect expression versus a�ect
experience as well as collecting timely paired language and a�ect data can be overcome.
By leveraging app-based experience sampling and on-device language data collection
in everyday life, this work shows how characteristics of spoken and written language
are associated with and predictive for subjective a�ect experience. Results suggest
that recognizing subjective a�ect experience from spoken and written language data
is more di�cult than inferring a�ect expression as done in prior research. Moreover,
the context of language production plays a major role for a�ect predictions. Using
statistical methods in the areas of description, prediction, and explanation, this
dissertation also analyzes specific a�ect-linked language characteristics. The promising
applications and potential future directions of this technology come with multiple
challenges with regard to the precise conceptualization of a�ect, interdisciplinarity
of research groups, ethics, and data privacy and security. If these challenges can
be overcome, natural language analysis based on data collected with smartphones
represents a promising tool to monitor a�ective well-being and to advance the a�ective
sciences.
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